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PREFACE 

-> Performance data apply to specific <-
-> configurations and workloads. <-
-> This presentation contains <-
-> mostly modaling data <-

-> Care should be exercised when <-
->extrapolating to other environments.<-

Present~tion of the data does not 
constitute a warranty that any other 
installation will obtain comparable 

or better performance. 

I gratefully acknowledge the 
contribut;ons of 

C. Dowling, G. King and M. Goldfeder 

Figure 1. FOIL 1--TITLE: PAGE/SWAP CONFIGURATIONS 

Figure 1 contains the title foil of the presentation. 

This paper is being made available to IBM and customer personnel. It has 
not been subject to any formal .review. The information herein has not 
been submitted to any formal IBM t~st and is presented on an "AS IS" BASIS 
WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. The use of this informa
tion or the implementation o-f any of these techniques is a customer 
responsibility and depends on the customer's ability to evaluate and inte
grate them into the customer's operational environment. While each item 
may have been reviewed by IBM for accuracy in a specific situation, there 
is no guarant~e that the same or simila~ results will be obtained else
where. Customers attempting to ad~pt these techniques to their own 
environments do so at their own risk. 

The performance data contained in this document is modeling data; the 
results which may be obtained in real operating environments may there
fore vary significantly. Users of this document should verify the applica
ble data for their specific environment. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

•Provide simple formulae for evaluation 
of paging/swapping configurations. 
Applicable to MVS (and VM> 

•Use formulae to obtain 
device capabilities. 
-Throughput : pages/sec 
-Response time (per l/O request) 

•Provide evaluation methodology 
sat;sfying paging rate & space demands 

•Illustrate methodology by examples. 

•Develop easy-to-use d~sign graphs. 

•Provide tuning hints. 

Figure 2. FOIL 2--0BJECTIVES 

Figure 2 contains the foil with the objectives of the presentation. 

The objective of this paper is to provide relatively easy ways for the 
evaluation of proposed paging/swapping configurutions, to configure sys
tems, and to assess the performance impact of such configurations. The 
paper presents simple modeling formulae, which can be used to compare pag
ing device capabilities in terms of throughput (pages/second) and 
response times. A system configuration methodology is provided satisfy
ing paging rate and page space demands. The methodology is illustrated by 
examples. Design graphs are also given to facilitate design. 

The paper presents a modeling methodology, which is probably too detailed 
for most applications. The modeling methodology is used to obtain tables 
of performance capacity for both swapping and paging devices. Design 
graphs are also plotted using the modeling method. In essence, three lev
els of guidelines are provided: 

1. Swap and demand page device use limit tables. The use of these tables 
is very simple, and does not require detailed understanding of the 
modeling method. The use of these tables provides recommended limits 
for paging rates sustainable by the devices. While the tables were 
derived for dedicated paging channels, their use is applicable for 
dedicated paging devices on non-dedicated paging channels. 

2. Design graphs. These graphs were generated for dedicated paging chan
nels. They provide guidance for paging response times obtainable at 
given paging rates. They can be used to d9sign a TSO systen with a 
predetermined response time, and to compare the performance of vari
ous paging devices. 

3. Detailed modeling methodology. Examples are given for dedicated and 
nondedi cated paging channels. Detailed performance information is 
obtained in the form of device, channel and control unit utilization 
and response times for given paging rates. The use of this (detailed) 
methodology is somewhat more complex, even though simplified formulae 
are provided where appropriate. The methodology presented can be used 
to evaluate the performance of unusual paging configurations, such as 
mixed paging/data base configurations. 

IHTRODUCTI ON 1 



SWAP PAGES/ACT 
MAX. ACT/ PATH 

DEMAND PAGES/ACT 
MAX. ACT/ PATH 

3380 3375 3350 3880-11 2305 

120 
2 

15-20 
4+ 

90 
2 

15 
4+ 

60 
2 

15 
4+ 

240 
1 

60-80 
2 

72 
2 

20 
4 

Figure 3. RECOMMENDED PAGING DEVICE USE LIMITS 

For the casual user Figure 3 summarizes the paging device use ihformation 
explained in detail in the text. It lists the paging loads sustainable by 
one actuator, Cin this context the 3880-11 is considered an actuator). 

Thus, for example one 3380 actuator can be loaded to a limit of 120 swap 
pages/second, and a 3880-11 to 240 pages per second. The maximum number 
of swap actuators per path is 2 Cl for the 3880-11). 

A 3880-11 can be loaded to a limit of 60-80 demand pages/second. One 3380 
actuator can be loaded to 15-20 demand pages per second. The maximum num
ber of actuators on a dedicated demand paging path is 4. 2 demand paging 
3880-lls can be placed per path. 

INTRODUCTION 2 



2.0 PAGING CONFIGURATION POSSIBILITIES 

->Paging configuration possibilities. 

- Device characteristics. 

- Paging space size and rate 
calculations. 

- Concepts of I/O activity and formulae. 

- Examples. 

- Swap and page device limits. 

- Configuration examples. 

Figure 4. FOIL 3--0VERVIEW 

Figure 4 introduces a new topic in the foil presentation by a foil of the 
type shown. The next subject is indicated as "Paging configuration possi
bilities". 

In the rest of this paper these guidepost foils are omitted, causing an 
apparent discontinuity in the foil numbers. 

Before presenting the quantitative performance methodology, a qualitative 
overview of configuration alternatives and their characteristics is pro
vided. 

~.l PAGING TYPES 

PAGING PAGES/ PAGE DATA 
TYPE IO REQ. TYPE 

PAGE-IN 1 LOCAL 
C FAULT) 

PAGE-OUT 1-2 ... 2 LOCAL 
C STEAL> 

VIO 1-10 .. 4 LOCAL 

SWAP TRIM 1-8 ... 5 LOCAL 

SWAPHVOUT 1-12 .. 12 SWAP 

SWAP IN/OUT 1-? ... ? LOCAL 
------------------------------------
PLPA 1 .. 1 PLPA 

COMMON 1-2 .. 1 COMMON 

Key Decision: whether to separate 
"demand" paging from "swapping" 

Figure 5. FOIL 4--PAGING TYPES. CMVS) 

SET 

The various paging types were discussed in Reference 1. Figure 5 gives a 
review of these paging types. In MVS, "local" paging devices can handle 

PAGING CONFIGURATION POSSIBILITIES 3 



all paging 
discussion 
since most 
local page 
ther. 

traffic except for PLPA and COMMON pages. In this paper all 
is oriented to paging that can go to LOCAL paging devices, 

paging problems involve swap and demand paging that could go to 
data sets. Thus, COMMON and PLPA paging are not discussed fur-

In MVS/SP 1.3 all page faults are separate l/O requests; no other I/O is 
associated with the page fault, i.e., upon completion of the (single) page 
read the system Cthe user) is notified via a PCI operation. 

When the system steals pages from an address space, one or two pages are 
taken at one time and, if they had been changed, are written as a single 
I/O request, usually, but not necessarily into consecutive locations, 
i.e., most likely single seek, probably on same track. For the purposes 
of calculation it is reasonable to assume that two (consecutive) pages are 
written. 

Swap pages are written to and read from swap data sets Ci f such are 
defined) as swap sets of up to 12 pages per l/O request, always with a sin
gle arm motion (seek) and into contiguous slots. For the purposes of cal
culation it is reasonable to assume that 12 pages are read/written. 

If swap data sets are not defined, contiguous slot allocation places pag
es to be swapped into contiguous slots (if possible) on local page data 
sets, but the number of contiguoush1 allocated slots is dynamically 
adjusted depending on the ASM 1 burst size calculation. 

ASM attempts to achieve a burst size of 80 ms, i.e., attempts to create a 
chain long enough to achieve a response time of 80 ms for the I/O request. 
The burst size in terms of pages depends on thg device used, it is reason
able to assume that on 3350s it is 8-10 slots long, and on 3380s the length 
could be 18-30 slots long. 

At swap-out time, unreferenced but changed pages are "trimmed" from the 
address space and are written out contiguously to local page data sets. 
Pages which are both unreferenced and unchanged are unaffected. 

\IIO windows are contiguously allocated on local page data sets. VIO 
writes are blocked according to the window size. The VIO window size is 
determined b~/ the "simulated" device t~ipe, which has no relationship to 
the real device. For simulated 3350 VIO devices it is reasonable to 
assume a VIO window size of four pages. For simulated 3380 VIO devices it 
is reasonable to assume a VIO window size of ten pages. The use of simu
lated 3380 VIO devices results in the use of larger block sizes, which is 
advisable for large VIO data sets. 

The response time of the paging subsystem (and consequently system inter
active response time) is directly determined. by Eage-in and sMap-in 
response times; page-out and swap-out response times do not directly 
impact system response times. Also, the characteristics of a page-in 
operation are very different from the characteristics of a swap operation. 
Swap operations keep the channel busy with long data transfers while 
demand page operations leave the channel relatively free, even though the 
paging device can be fairly busy. 

Consequently a key decision to be made by the system administrator is 
whether to mix swap and demand paging load on the same devices, and even 
if on separate devices, whether to mix them on the same channel~, or to 
separate them. Much of the subsequent discussion centers in quantitative
ly assessing the response time impact of this and related decisions. One 
thing should be fairly clear however, even without detailed discussion: 
heavy swap paging that keeps the devices and the channels busy causes an 
elongation of the demand paging response time on the same device/channel. 

Auxiliary Storage Manager, the MVS component handling auxiliary sto
rage. 

PAGING CONFIGURATION POSSIBILITIES 4 



2.2 PAGING CATEGORIES 

1. SWAPPING 
-36+ pages transferred in/out at once. 

-Good swap-in resp. time if 3+ I/O 
requests on separate, parallel paths. 
Important: fast data transfer rate. 

-Swap space size requirements: low 
---> high access density. 

2. DEMAND PAGING. 
-Resolution of single page fault. 

-Best page-in response time 
from device with fast access time. 
3830-11 

Space size requirements: high 
---> very low access dansity. 
(compared to swap space) 

Figure 6. FOIL 5--PAGING CATEGORIES 

Figure 6 contains a summary of paging categories. 

With extended s1..iap, Cwi th the !UP 5796-PNt.J, or wi.th MVS/SP 1. 3 and later 
releases) a TSO swap group normally contains at least 36 pages. Thus, if 
swap data sets had beQn defined, at least 3 swap sets are swapped in or 
out. All ~wap I/O (in or out> requests for an address space are started 
concurrently, thus good swap-in response time can be obtained when the 
number of separate, independent, parolleJ. si....me__e._<1ths is at least as large 
as the number of swap l/O requests (swap sets if swap data set5 exist). A 
path means the combination of a channel, control unit and head of string. 
Parallel operations can take place if the paths used are all free. 

For good pW§lE response ti me devices with fast data transfer rates are 
desirable, such as 3380s or 3880-lls. 

Swap data set size requirements are very small. Detailed calculations are 
given later. High paging rates and low space occupancy means high access 
d-ensity. 2 

Good d~mand__e_<'!.9..i.!lg performance can be obtained by devices with fast 
access times and adequate capacity, such as the 3880-11. 

The speed of the data transfer is not as important, since for most devices 
the time spent in transferring a single page is fairly small in comparison 
with the access and quaue ti mes. 

Most of the paging I/O activity occurs on TSO systems because of physical 
swapping. When swapping is separated from dem~nd paging on such systems, 
the (demand) page data sets have large page space requirements, but low 
rate of accesses, i.e., low access density when compared with swap data 
sets. 

The characteristics of swap and demand page data sets can thus be con
trasted: swap data sets are characterized by small space requirements and 
very high paging loads, just the opposite of denand paging dat3 sets. This 
can be summari~ed by saying that swap data sets have very high access den
sities, and demand page data sets have low access densities. 

2 Access density is defined as paging rate divided by the active (used, 
i.e., not allocated but unused) paging space. 

PAGING CONFIGURATION POSSIBILITIES 5 



2.3 SYSTEM ORIENTATION 

•TSO RESPONSE TIME. ---> PRODUCTIVITY 
-TSO favored over batch. 
-Trlvial TSO favored over nontrivial. 
-First: increase main storage to the 
limit. It is the best paging device. 

-Next: improve paging subsystem 
Swap and demand paging 

Actions: 
->Maximum parallelism for swap. 
-> Separate swap from demand paging. 

->>> Channel capacity permitting:<<<
Enhance swap to reduce demand paging 

-> Storage isolation for maximum swap. 
-> Reduce logical swap by reducing 

system think time CLSCTMTE> 

•Batch throughput. 
->Use SRM control to favor batch. 

CE.g~ dispatthing priority) 
->The rules above should be followed. 

Figure 7. FOIL 6--SYSTEM ORIENTATION 

Figure 7 discusses the orientation of a system. 

It is possible to design the system to provide fast interactive CTSO) 
response times or ~ake it more. throughput '(batch) oriented. Designing 
for response time. is very important, since it res~lts in better people 
productivity (Reference 2), which reduces poople co~t. 

One approach to this kind of system orientation is favoring TSO over batch 
and trivial TSO transactions over nontrivial TSO transactions. There are 
system tuning parameters av~ilable to accomplish this goal. 

The first action to consider is to increase main storage. When main stor
age is increased, puging (of all kinds) is reduced. The effect is to 
decrease: 

1. CPU cycles associated with paging. 

2~ The required number of paging devices. 

3. The paging load carried by channels. 

When the main storage used is at its limit, then it is worthwhile consid
ering an enhancement of the overall paging subsystem, both swapping and 
dem.;rnd paging. 

1. Swapping can be enhanced by providing ·maximum parallelism. This 
means that th~ ~wap paging load is distributed to preferably three or 
more, not necessarily dedicated paths (channels, control uni ts, heads 
of string). As swapping takes place faster, the address space takes 
up main storage for a shorter period of time, and this in turn reduces 
demand paging. Main storage occupancy is measured in terms of 
frame-seconds, and the shorter the period the address space spends in 
waiting for swap-in, (or pag~ f~ults), the les5 real storage is 6ccu
pied by that address space. A~ ~n example, an address spuce with 36 
frames and a response ti me of 0. 5 seconds occupies 36 x 0. 5 = 18 
f~ame-second~. The same transaction with a ~ne second re~ponse time 
occupies twi·ce as much. The smaller this figure is, the smaller 
impact it represents to the system. · 

2. If swap paging is separated from demand paging, at least in terms of 
devices, superior demahd paging response time can be obtained, sine~ 

PAGING CONFIGURATION POSSIBILITIES 6 



demand paging is not queued behind long swap chains. Separation of 
demand and swap paging often means, however, that more paths carry 
paging load than without separation. It also means, primarily in the 
case of smal 1 to medium systems, a requirement for more pClge/swap 
devices. 

3. A better paging subsystem can be obtained by using more advanced pag
ing devices, i.e., faster devices for swapping, and faster access 
devices for demand paging. 

A better performing paging subsystem can be provided by enhancing and 
;ncreasing Sl'-lapping and, simultaneously, reducing demand paging. 
This approach is workable if and only if adequate path ( ch<'lnnf:'l, con
trol unit ~nd d~vic~) caoacity i~ available to h~ndle the additional 
swap load. The methods listed below require the additionnl swap capac
ity, and they are not applicable if only a limited number of saturated 
swap paths are available in the system. 

4. By introducing storage isolation (using the PWSS parameter in the IPS, 
e.g. PWSS=C36,*)) for trivial TSO transactions, the demand page load 
is decreased but the swap load is increased. As an example, an 
internal Intl svstem, TSO with an average swap group size of 37 pages, 
was storage isolated to 48 frames resulting in an average swap group 
size of 45 pages. The trivial response time before storage isolation 
was one second. 

As a result of using storage isolation the overall main storage occu
pancy of an address space is reduced. The short term main storage 
occupancy may increase, the overall main storage occupancy Ctha 
frame-second product) decreases due to the shorter time spent in main 
storage waiting for page faults. 

In the example above, the swao group size increase of eight frames 
could result in saving four page faults per transaction. With a paging 
response time of 50 milliseconds C37 x 0.05 x 4) = 7.3 frame-seconds 
are saved, and the response time is reduced to 0.8 seconds. Cin fuct, 
the figure is so~ewhat larger since the size of the address space is 
increasad by the page faults). Assume that because of the swap group 
size four additional and subsequently unreferenced frames are swapped 
in, and the transaction response time is 0.8 second. The cost is 4 x 
.8 = 3.2 frame-seconds. 

Thus, a gain of (7.3 - 3.2 = 4.1) frame-seconds is achieved. (The 50 ~ 
rereference ratio has been measured on real systems - as per communi
cation from Gury King.) 

5. If the maximum "system think time", LSCTMTE, defined in the IEAOPTXX 
member of SYSl.PARMLIB is reduced to a small number, say 1-5 seconds 
from the default of 3n seconds, only those users are logically swapped 
who interact with the system very fast. As a result, the main storage 
occupancy due to logically swapped users is reduced, the main storage 
available for page buffer, i.e., the number of frames, containing 
unreferenced pages with steadily increasing UIC values is increased 
and demand paging is reduced. 

As an example, with a maximum think time of one second a logical swap 
percentage of 40 4 has been observed on an internal IBM TSO/batch pro
duction system, i.e., even a svstem think time of only one second can 
produce significant logical swapping. 

In most cases the presence of at least the minimum logical swapping 
permitted by a one second system think time is very desirable, since 
without it channel loads may become very high. Thus, the minimum value 
of LSCTMTE should be set to at least 1 second. 

If TSO responsiveness is enhanced, batch tends to !Suffer. This occurs 
because TSO is seldom in page wnit status anymore, and the system tends to 
dispatch the higher priority TSO address spaces. If higher batch through
put is desired, then the SRM controls in the IPS have to be used to allo
cate system resources between the two kinds of load. In other words, the 
enhancement given to TSO paging via the described mechanisms should be 
done even when batch is to be favored, but SRM controls are to be used for 
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favoring batch. For example certain kinds of batch jobs can be dispatched 
~ta higher priority than long running TSO transactions. 

2.4 THE EFFECT OF SEPARATE SWAP DATA SETS 

Advantages: 
-Swap l/O separated from demand paging 
-Low seeks <-- small (swap) data sets. 
-Higher channel utilization possible 

on dedicated swap channels. 

Disadvantage: 
-On <medium systems loss of granularity 

(may be more actuators required.) 
-Slightly more tuning effort required. 

Recommend: 
-use on combined DB/DC-TSO systems. 

so CTSO> swapping does not interfere 
with COB/DC) demand paging. 

-use on large C>=3033UP) systems with 
many (>50) TSO users, especially 
with different paging device types. 

Corollary: 
-Separate demand page data sets. 
-Good demand page response time. 

Figure 8. FOIL 7--SEPARATE SWAP DATA SETS 

Figure 8 illustrates the effect of separate swap data sets. 

The existence of separate swap data sets means that the heavy swap load is 
concentrated on the swap devices. The "local" page data sets therefore 
carry only demand paging load, providing better demand paging response 
times. 

Swap data sets are small, therefore seeking on swap data sets is kept to a 
minimum, thereby improving response times. 

If the swap data sets reside on dedicated swap channels, higher swap chan
nel utilizations become possible. Experience shows that a maximum channel 
(control unit) utilization of 50 Xis achievable with dedicated swap chan
nels. 

On small systems the swap paging rate may be small, and so is the demand 
paging rate. The use of separate swap data sets may require the presence 
of more paging actuators than the use of "all local" page data sets. This 
is called the granularity effect. 

The use of swap data sets also necessitates a slightly more intensive tun
ing exercise than the use of all local page data sets. 

The use of swap data sets is strongly recomm~nded Nhenever the system has 
a DB/DC subsystem (e.g. IMS or CICS) in addition to the TSO users, so that 
swap paging does not interfere with demand paging from the on line data 
base system. Separate st..Jap data sets should also be used on large 
systems, i.e., on 3033 UPs and above, with many i.e., more than 50 TSO 
users, especially when different paglng device types are used, for example 
3380 swap and 3880-11 demand paging devices. 

The separation of swap data sets implies demand paging local page data 
sets, which means that the demand paging on these data sets is not queued 
behind long swap paging chains. The result is significantly reduced demand 
paging response times. 
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2.5 THE USE OF All "LOCAL" PAGE DATA SETS 

Advantage: 
-Better granularity, 
potentially fewer actuators. 
-L~ss tuning effort required. 

Disadvantage: 
-Paging queued behind swapping. 

Recommend: 
-Use on <large dedicated TSO systems. 
-Use on non-TSO systems. 
-When the number of paging actuators 
is less than 6-8. 

-Single paging device type used. 

Figure 9. FOIL 8--ALL "LOCAL" PAGE DATA SETS 

Figure 9 illustrates the effect of "all local" data sets. 

The use of all local page data sets has the opposite effect from the use of 
separate demand pnge and swap data sets. It provides better granularity, 
and requires less tuning effort. The use of these data sets is recom~ended 
on small to medium size TSO systems, and on systems without TSO, .i.e., no 
swapping. In order to explain the granularity effect, one might say that 
for optimum swap parallelism at least three separated swap data sets are 
required. If the total number of· paging actuators used for both demand and 
swap paging is less than six, then in most cases best _performance can be 
obtained by having an all local configuration. If the number of actuators 
exceeds eight, then the pool becomes large enough, .so that separation of 
paging from swapping becomes (usually) worthwhile. 

2.6 GUIDANCE FOR PAGING CCNFIGURATION HIX 

HEAVY TSO OR BATCH SWAPPING. 
I 
+-------> NO - HO SWAP DATA SETS 
I 
YES 
I 
DB/DC --> YES - COHSIDER USE OF SWAP DATk SETS. 
I 
HO 
I 
ONLY ONE PAGING DEVICE TYPE CE.G. 3350) 
I 
+-------> HO - CONSIDER USE OF SWAP DATA SETS. 
I 
YES 
I 
PAGING DEVICE TYPE IS 3880-11 
I 
+-------> YES - CONSIDER USE OF SWAP DATA SETS. 
I 
+-------> NO - CONSIDER USE OF All LOCALS. 

Figure 10. FOIL 9--DETERMINING PAGING CONFIGURATION MIX 
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Figure 10 contains a guide in flowchart form, as to whether swap data sets 
should be used or not. For example, if there is heavy swapping and a DB/DC 
environment which is sensitive to demand paging, swap data set use should 
be considered. 

If only one paging device type is used (unless it is the 3880-11) local 
data sets should be considered even in a TSO environment. 

In non-TSO environments swap data sets should not be used. 

2.7 PAGING DATA SET REQUIREMENTS 

•Swap Cor "all local" page) data sets 
in a heavy swap environment. 
-Characterized by high paging rates. 

-> Devices with high data transfer rates 
(3880-11, 3380, 3375, 2305, 3350) 
Maximum parallelism: 
(Swap group size/ 12 =#of paths.) 
At least 3 actuators, distributed on 
at least 3 (non-dedicated) paths. 
Or at least 2 dedicated paths. 
Asymmetric connection of strings. 

•Demand paging data sets. 
MVS: Low load Cbacause of swap ds's). 
Low access time is desirable. 
Recommend: 3880-11, 3380, 3375, 3350 
Use 3880-lls if avail., DASO otherwise. 
Not 2305s Clow access density) 
unless enough (capacity) available. 

VM= High load (no swap data sets). 
Use devices with low access times. 

Recommend: 3880-11, 2305, 3380. 

Figure 11. FOIL 10--PAGE DATA SET REQUIREMENTS IN A SWAP ENVIRON
MENT 

Figure 11 describes the requirements for paging data sets when used in a 
swap environment. 

When swap (or "all local" page) data sets are used in a TSO environment 
for swapping, they have some common characteristics: 

1. The page data sets carrying swap traffic usually carry high paging 
loads, and more particularly long paging chains, which in turn makes 
the use of devices with fast data transfer rates desirable. 

Thus, the IBM devices with the highest data transfer rates available 
should be selected. The devices ordered by data transfer speed are: 
3880-11, 3380, 3375, 2305, 3350. 

2. Maximum parallelism is often desired for the best swap response time. 
In order to gain maximum parallelism, at least three or more independ
ent paths should contain the data sets used for swapping. This goal 
can be accomplished by using 3880-lls or 3380s on multiple separ~te 
paths. Often better granularity can be achieved by using mu! ti ple 
338 0 actuators on ( nondedi cated) paths. Alternatively, if the 
installation wishes to isolate the swap paths, then at least two dedi
cated paths could be used. The paper evaluatas numerically the 
effects of both nondedicated and dedicated paths. 

3. Since ASM distributes the paging load nearly uniformly to most paging 
devices, str1 ng sw1 tchi ng for dedicated paging devices is not desi r
able from a perform~nce vif:'wPoi'li..t_ (Reference 3), even though it mc;y 
be desirable from an availability point of view. Thus, in an MP envi-
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ronment dedicated paging strings could be attached asymmetrically for 
best device performance. 

This means attaching them to only one side of the MP. The result is 
better performance. If the single remaining path fails, MVS requests 
the system operator to vary another path on. The impact of path con
tention is greater on demand paging strings than on swap strings. 

When the swap paging load is separated from the demand paging load on MVS, 
the demand paging data sets carrying that load have different requirements 
from the swap devices carrying swap load: 

1. The load on demand paging devices in terms of pages/second, is sign if
i cantly lower than the swap paging load. This happens in TSO, because 
the swap paging load represents most of the paging. 

Also demand paging Cwi th one or two pages per I/O request) causes 
higher device utilization per page transferred, but for reasonable 
response times the device utilization has to be kept low. 

2. For best performance, demand page-in response time, low access times 
are required. The device with the best access time is the 3880-11, 
thus whenever excellent demand paging response time is desired, the 
3880-11 is the device of choice. If 3880-11 is not available, then 
other DASD (3380, 3375, 3350) can be used. 

3. The 2305-2 drums provide good access times, but, because their capaci
ty is limited, their use for demand paging is not advisable in an 
MVS/SP 1.3 environment. The drums could be used if enough such devices 
are available to contain the total required demand page space. The 
3880-11 with its automatic migration and faster access times is the 
device of choice. 

4. The situation on VM/370 is slightly different, because the only form 
of paging is demand paging, which may become very heavy. The best 
demand paging device is the 3880-11, and its use is recommended. 
VM/370 support of 3880-lls becomes available in March 1983. Until 
that time 2305-2s can be used for VM demand paging. In the mean time, 
i nstallati ens with 2305s and both fWS and VM systm:is may wish to shift 
the 2305s to their VM systems. If neither 3880-lls nor 2305s are 
available then 3380s provide acceptable det:iand paging support. 

Dedicated devices. (Recommended) 
Advantages: 

-Improved seeking. 
(No seeking on 3880-11 for hits) 

-Less interference with non-page I/O. 
-Better response times. 

Disadvantage: 
-Only small fraction of device used. 

Tradeoff: 
-Space on dedicated device is 
"wasted", but performance gained. 

-Space can be used for data "seldom" 
used during interactive periods 
E.g. HSM archives, 

Sysgen libraries, 
Night Batch Databases. 

Figure 12. FOIL 11--DEDICATING PAGING DEVICES 

Figure 12 summarizes the effects of dedicating paging devices. 

The question of dedicated paging devices often generates heated contro
versy. 

Installations say "You mean to tell me that I h~ve a 3380 actuator with an 
available storage space of about 630 MB, and you are using only 20 MB for 
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paging and wasting the rest?" The distinction between optimal use of space 
and optimal use of an actuator from a performanc~ viewpoint must be clear
ly established. 

Dedicated paging devices provide significant advantages: 

1. Reduced seeking results because ASM remembers the last cylinder used 
for paging purposes, but is unaware of other uses. Also, if only a 
paging data set of limited size is used, seeking is reduced becouse of 
the l i mi t~d span thG arm has to travel. There is no seeking for 
writes or read hi ts on the 3.880-11. 

2. On a dedicated paging device, paging cannot, at least as far as the 
device is concerned, interfere with non-paging l/O and vice versa. 
Therefore better paging and nonpaging response times are obtained. 

Of course the use of only a relatively small portion of the device may be 
considered a disadvantage. 

In order to overcome this difficulty, an installation may judiciously 
attempt to use the space on the paging devices for rionpaging purposes. 
Often, heavy interactive use of the system is restricted to the day time, 
thus heavy paging is olso limited to the day time. 

Consequently, the space can be used at night as archives for HSM, SYSGEN 
libraries,t~mporary space, or data bases for batch jobs run only at 
night. The risk is response time deterioration on an exception basis, 
when the data sets that were to be used at night are accessed during the 
day for some reason. 

An installation may make a conscious tradeoff decision that perfornance 
(response time) is less important than the use of DASO space. If this is 
the case, then it is possible to distribute local page data sets across 
many actuators, and use the unallocated space for data bases or temporary 
space, despite the performance implications. 

•Dedicated swap and page channels. 
Advantages: 
-Higher swap channel utilization 
possible: up to 50 %. 

-No interference with non-page I/O 
from long swap chains. 

-No interference with page I/O 
by e.g. VTOC search. 

Disadvantages: 
-If not enough swap paths, then 

Loss of parallelism, worse resp. time 
Recommend: Dedicated demand paging channels, 
avoids interference with demand paging. 

Distributed swap and paging devices 
Recommend: For swap devices C& for VM) 
Advantage: More parallelism, good response time. 
Disadvantages: · 
-Interference by non-paging I/O. 
-Lower channel utilization (30-40 Y. maximum) 

Figure 13. FOIL 12--DEDICATING PAGING PATHS 

Figure 13 discusses the effect of dedicating paging paths. 

Dedicating paging paths yields similar, but perhaps less significant ben
eficial results to dedicating paging devices. 

This configuration concept avoids paging I/O interference with data base 
activity and vice ~nrsa. Dedication of a swap path in particular permits 
higher channel utilization (up to 50%), than a non-dedicated chann~l 
(30-40%). On the oth€r hand, maximum parallelism for swupping requires 
multiple paths. In many practical cases the multiple paths con be made 
available only if they are not dedicated. Consequently, it is recommended 
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that demand paging paths be dedicated if possible, but swap paths do not 
have to be. 

In other words, distribute dedicated swap devices (and VM paging devices) 
across many paths. 

Having done so, the old channel utilization rule of thumb (30-40~ maximum 
channel utilization) should be adhered to. 

2.S SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

• For best TSO response time: 

-increase main storage to the maximum. 

-separate swapping from demand paging 

-improve the paging subsystem 

-use multiple parallel 3880-11 or 3380 
paths for swapping. 

-use 3880-11 for demand paging. 

PATH CAPACITY PERMITTING: 

-use storage isolation for reduced 
demand paging. 

-reduce logical swap think time 
for increased physical swapping. 

• For best batch throughput: 

-do as outlined above. 

-use SRM controls. 

Figure 14. FOIL 13--SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

Figure 14 summarizes the recommendations. It is suggested that the best 
possible TSO response ti mes i.e., sub-second response ti me dasi red by 
interactive users (Reference 2> should be the target of the installation, 
and this can be accomplished by: 

1. Increasing main storage to the mnximum to minimize paging. 

2. Separation of swapping from demand paging by use of swap data sets. 

3. Improvement of the paging subsystem by using fast devices. 

4. Use of multiple parallel 3880-11 or 3380 paths for swapping. 

5. Use of 3880~11s for demand paging. 

6. If path capacity permits then the system can be altered so that more 
swapping and less demand paging occurs: 

a. Maximizing st.iapping and minimizing demand paging by the use of 
storage isolation. 

b. Maximizing swapping and minimizing demand paging by the reduction 
of logical swapping CLSCTMTE>. 
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3.0 DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

DEVICE TYPE 3350 2305 3375 3380 

DATA XFER RATES MB/S 1.2 1.5 1.8 3.0 

TIME OF ROTATION MS 16.7 10 20 16.7 
AVERAGE LATENCY MS 8.3 5 10 8.3 

MAXll"lUM SEEK MS 50 0 38 30 
AVERAGE SEEK MS 25 0 19 16 
MINIMUM SEEK MS 10 0 4 3 

NO OF PGS PER TRACK 4+ 3+ 8 10 
NO OF TRACKS PER CYL 30 8 12 15 
NO OF SLOTS PER CYL 120 Z4 96 150 
NO OF CYLINDERS 555 96 959 885 
CAPACITY MB/ACT 319 11. 2 410 63Q 

NO PG SLOTS PER ACT * 65K 2470 65K 65K 
HO SWAP SETS/ACT 5.SK 190 7672 !OK 

* MVS supports a maximum of 65 k slots 

Figure 15. FOIL 15--CHARACTERISTICS OF PAGING DEVICES 

For convenience Figure 15 summarizes the physical characteristics of IBM 
paging DASO. Observe that 3380s have the highest data rate C3MB/sec) 
which makes them excellent 5W(:'!P devices. 3375s also have a high c'ata 
transfer rate, so they can be also used for swapping. Also, the minimum 
seeks on 3375s and 3380s are so low that seeking does not heavily inter
fere with the; r usq as swap devices. 

In contrast, the time for one revolution is quite high for all of the mov
ing head DASO. Realizing that the duration of initial latency is half the 
revolution, which represents a significant portion of the access time, it 
becomes clear why PASD does not provida the best demand paging response 
time. 

Observe that the 2305-2 device has only limited space capacity, which 
makes its use inappropriate as a demand Raging device on large MVS sys
tems where larse page ~pace capacities are required. 

The number of slots and swap sets per actuator listed in the foil is the 
maximum cleflnable for an actuator. The maximum comas from either the 
actual physical limitations of the device (e.g., 2470 slots or 190 swap 
sets for the 2305), or from ASM, which limits a local page data set size to 
65K slots. 
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3.1 THE 3880-11 BUFFERED PAGING DEVICE 

I Channel 1 
---+------------+----

' I I +--Other C.Us 
-------1-------

1 I Control Unit 
---+-------!-----------~ 

I Cache I I 
---+-------!-----+------

! I I 
I I +--Other string 
I +-------------
! I +------------ I 
I I I +---+---+ +---+---+ I 

I 3350 I I 3350 · · I I 
+-------+ +-------+ I 

Back store 

Figure 16. FOIL 16--THE 3880-11 

Figure 16 shows the schematic of a 3880-11 paging device with two 3~50 
back store actuators. The cache memory (8.3 MB> supports only the paging 
a~tivity, in conjunction with the two 3350 actuators. The other half of 
the 3880 Control unit is·ind~pendent, supporting 3330 and 3350 DASO. 

Pages that cannot be accomodated in the cache are migrated with an LRU 
algorithm to the back store. Only pages, that are m~rked changed, have to 
be written out onto the back store. 

The dynamic migration capability of the device enables it to handle large 
page spaces . 

. The 3880-11 has multiple exposures, so that it can accept multiple page 
requests from the system at th~ same time. 
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3.2 3880-11 DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

CHANNEL DATA XFER RATE MB/SEC 

CACHE DATA XFER TIME PER PAGE 
CACHE LATENCY TIME PER PAGE 
CACHE BUSY TIME PER PAGE 

3 

MS 1.3 
MS 0.7 
MS 2 

ONE DATA TRANSFER AT ONE TIME. 
DASO ACCESS IS ADDITIONAL TO CACHE 

TIME, IF A MISS OCCURS. 
MULTIPLE EXPOSURES TO PREVENT HITS 

FROM WAITING FOR MISSES. 
TWO DEVICES ATTACHABLE TO A CHANNEL. 
LESS SENSITIVITY TO RPS MISSES. 

HIT RATIO = HR = ratio of pages found in 
cache to total paging rate to 3880-11. 

HR= .9 -> Miss ratio = M = 1 - HR = .1 
I.E. ABOUT lOY. OF TIME DASO IS ACCESSED. 

Figure 17. FOIL 17--3880-11 DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

Figure 17 discusges the device characteristics of the 3880-11. 

The 3880-11 buffered paging device was designed with the objective of 
being able to produce excellent paging response times on large systems. 

It has a 3 MB/sec data transfer rate on the channel, making it into a good 
swap device. 

In this paper, the 3880-11 page transfer time is considered to be 2 ms, 
(2.4 ms transfer time was announced>. This is obtained by the duta trans
fer time of about 1.3 ms on the channel, and cache latency time of about 
0.7 ms. This low access time makes the 3880-11 an excellent paging 
device. 

The device can do one data transfer activity at one time; either from the 
back store to the cache or from the cache to the channel. 

The multiple exposure capability is provided, so that when a page is not 
found in the cache (miss), requiring accesses to the back store, it can 
still proceed to honor another request, which may not require back store 
access. 

Hit ratio is defined as the proportion of the pages accessed that were 
found in the cache; alternatively it can be stated as the number of pages 
requested that were found in the cache vs tho total number requested. 
Miss ratio is obtained by subtracting the hit ratio from 1. A miss ratio 
of 0.1 means that lOX of the time the referenced slot is not found in the 
cache, it is missed, and a DASD reference may result (immediately or lat
er). As a first approximation, a lOY. miss ratio implies that lOY. of the 
time the back store DASO is referenced. 

Whenever ASM requests a (nonswap) page write, it does so because the page 
is changed. 

Consequently all page write requests to the 3880-11 involve a changed 
page. If the original copy of the changed page is in the cache already, it 
is called a write hit, otherwise it is a write miss. It is assumed., that 
in case of write misses there is always an empty slot in the cache, i.e., 
cache managenent can always provide an empty slot by freeing up unchanged 
slots or by appropriate migration or destaging of changed pages, and keep
'··" g a po o l of av a i lab 1 e slots . No di st i n ct i on i s made between w r i t e h i t s 
and misses in terms of modeling; it is assumed that the cost of fl ncii ng an 
empty slot is negligible i.e., both write hits and misses take 2 ms. A 
write hit requires a change to a page still in the cache, this means that 
multiple writes to the cache may change the same slot in the cache 
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repeatedly. If the cache LRU algorithm decides to cause the migration of 
a changed slot, then a write to the back store results. Back store write 
requests do not directly impact response times. 

The more interesting phenomenon is that of the read requests, since they 
are the only ones directly contributing to response times. A read hit can 
be directly serviced with a service time of 2 ms, but a read miss requires 
a read first from the back store into the cache, followed by a read from 
the cache to the channel. 

In most of the calculations performed subsequently it is assumed that the 
number of reads and writes to the 3880-11 is about the same. This is cer
tainly the case for swap devices. It is further assumed for simplicity, 
that read hit ratio i.e., read hit rate/read request rate, is the same as 
the overall hit ratio. 

With these assumptions, writes occur to the DASO slightly more frequently 
than reads. 

Each read miss requires an immediate DASO access and a write miss may 
require a deferred write to the back store. Note that many read or write 
hits may occur to the slot first impacted by a write miss, before it is 
eventually aged out of the cache. In nddition, if the syst~~ changed a 
previously read page, i.e., a read miss t..!as follot·!ed by a write hit, this 
may also require a deferred write to the back store. Therefore a DASO 
access is caused by: 

1. A read miss. (Immediate) 

2. A write miss. <Deferred, other write hits may still follow). 

3. A write hit follol.Jing a read miss. (Deferred, other write hits may 
still follow). 

If the miss ratio is M, and the paging rate to the cevice is P, made up of 
half reads and half writes, then with our assumptions, the read miss rate 
is CP/2) x Mand empirically (communication from Dr. Goldfeder) the 
destaging rate with these assumptions is CP x M / CM+l)). Cons~quently 
the DASD ratio, i.e., the number of paging rate to the bRck store divided 
by the paging rate to the 3880-11 is: 

DASO ratio = CM / 2) + ( M / CM+ 1>) 

The following table can be bui It: 

Miss Read De stage DASO DASD 
Ratio Miss Rate Ratio Ratio / 

Ratio Miss 
M M / 2 M/ CM+l> Ratio 

.OS .025 .047 .07 1.5 

.1 .05 .09 .14 1.4 

.2 . 1 .17 .27 1.35 
• 4 .2 .29 .49 1.2 

The DASO Ratio-Miss Ratio quotient is in the 1.2-1.5 range for practical 
miss ratios. 

The miss ratio therefore provides an approximation to the paging load 
addressed to the back store, but the actual load is somewhat higher. For 
an example, assuming a paging load of 200 pages per second to the 3880-11 
and a miss ratio of 0.1, a DASD ratio of 0.14 1s obtained, yielding a pag
ing rate to the back store of 28 pages per second. As a first approxi
mation, the mis5 ratio could be used directly, yielding a paging rate to 
the back store of 20 pages per second. 

Caution: if a measurement of 3880-11 "cache effectiveness" is obtained, 
that may be defined as the paging rate to the 3830-11 without requiring 
back store I/O, divided by the total paging rate. The cache effectiveness 
so defined is the same as Cl - DASD ratio). Thus if a cache effective~ess 
of 86% is observed, then the DASD ratio is 147., corresponding to about a 
hit ratio of 90% and a miss ratio of 10%. (Communication from Sandor 
Roehlich). 
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In the examples, the DASD ratio is used to calculate the back store page 
load. 
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4.0 PAGING SPACE SIZE AND RATE CALCULATIONS 

Having done a qualitative analysis of the paging environment, quantita
tive analysis can begin. In this section paging space size and paging rate 
requirements are calculated. 

4.1 PAGING SPACE SIZ! REQUIREMENTS 

•Swap Data Sets 

Swap Group Size, SGS = 36 slots 
Cit can be set to 48, or even 60) 

Swap space size= 
Number of Users x Swap Group Size 

$DS ::: HU x SGS 

e.g., for 100 users 
SDS = 100 x 36 = 3600 slots = 

= 3600 x 4K = 15 MB 

•Pemand Page Data Sets 

Paging space ~ize= 
Humber of users x 120 pages 

e.g., for 100 users 
SOS = 100 x 120 = 12000 slots = 

= 12000 x 4K : 48 MB = 50 MB 

Figure l8. FOIL 19--PAGING SPACE SIZE REQUIREMENTS 

Figure 18 shows the calculation of swap and demand page space sizes. 

4.1.1 SWAP SPACE SIZES 

TSO installations can dgtermine the swap group size from their RMF report. 
Usu~lly the swap-out size is greater than the swap-in size, since swEp-out 
~ize includes swap trim. If there is a significant difference between the 
hJo numbers, that may be an i ndi cation that ~to rage i sol at ion Nas not 
used, or its size was inadequC)te. In any cas0., if -2.;;@1L£.Q..nfiouration a_f'ld 
spQc; fl cally ch~rnnE:'l capaci tv p~r:.r.ii ~, it m.nkes sense t<;> round the 
swap-out s;ze upward to an integral multiple of 12 e.g., from 37 to 48, 
and storagQ isolate the trivial TSO performance period at that lev~l. Hav
ing done that, swap-out size approximates swap-in size, or the swap group 
size, -with few demand page-ins for trivial TSO transactions. An increase 
in swap grovp size requires a corre~ponding increase in swap configuration 
capability however. 

In this paper it is as,umed that a swap group size of 36 is used, for both 
swap-ins and swap-outs. Once this assumption is made, the swap space size 
c~n be calcµlatod if the number of active users is known. Thus, with 100 
active users, the swap space size can be defined as ClOO x 36) = 3600 
slots, or about 15 MB. The actual swap ~pace allocated should be about 
h..ii cc:s as much, to al low for momentary overloads, batch s\..:app; ng, etc. 

With increasing and more sophisticated use of full screen terminals, there 
is a tendency towards higher swap ;roup sizes, thus it is also re~sonable 
to ~ssume a swap group size of 48 slots, requiring 20 MB of swap space for 
100 TSO users. 
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4.1.2 DEMAND PAGE SPACE SIZES 

As a rule of thumb Con the basis of experience) a demand paging space 
(swap space on separate swap data sets) space of about 120 pages per user 
is required, i.e., for 100 users the size of the space needed is about 50 
MB. The actual page space allocated should be about two to three times as 
much to allow for momentary overloads, VIO, etc. Also, without spare space 
available contiguous slot allocation is unable to perform its function of 
contiguous allocation. On the other hand allocation of more than three 
times the space required may result in excessive seeking. ---

Observe that demand page space required is much larger in size than the 
si.,.Jap space. 

4.2 SUAP PAGING RATES 

NO OF ACTIVE USERS 
TRANSACTION RATE, TR= ------------------

AVERAGE THINK TIME 

MAXIMUM SWAP PAGING RATE = 
2 x SWAP GROUP SIZE X TRANS. RATE 

SWAP PAGING RATE = 
2 X SWAP GROUP SIZE X TR X Cl-LOG.SWAPY.> 

E. G. NUMBER of USERS = 
SWAP GROUP SIZE = 
THINK TIME = 
LOGICAL SWAP = 

SWAP PAGING RATE= 

100 
36 slots 
25 seconds 
17Y. 

2 x 100 x 36 x .83 / 25 = 240 pgs/sec 

Figure 19. FOIL 20--SWAP PAGING RATES 

Figure 19 illustrates the calculation of swap paging rates. 

An easy way of estimating the TSO transaction rate is to use Little's the
orem (Reference 1) and divide the number of users by the average think 
time. This is an approximation, since response time should also be in the 
denominator. Thus, 100 users with an average think time of 25 seconds 
yields a transaction rate of 4 transactions per second. Please note that 
the average think time of such high value includes people who have coffee, 
talk on the telephone, and are noninteractive for a variety of reasons, 
but are logged on. There is also evidence that the reduction of response 
time leads to a reduction in the value of think times, i.e., user produc
tivity goes up. This effect is not taken into account in what follows, 
and must be evaluated for the individual installation. 

Given the transaction rate, it is possible to estimate the maximum possi
ble si-1ap paging rate, by multiplying the transaction rate by the st..Jap 
group size and by a factor of 2, to allow for both swap-in and swap-out. 
Thus, for a transaction rate of 4 transactions per seccnd and a swap group 
size of 36 the swap paging rate becomes C4 x 36 x 2) = 288 puges/sec. 

In most practical cases, however, logical swapping occurs and this reduces 
the physical 5Wapping rate. In this paper a logical swap rate of 17% is 
assumed, some~...ihat arb1 trari ly. A different logical st...iap ratio would 
impact the calculated results, but would not change the methodology. This 
ratio was selected for ease of calculation. Then the actual swap paging 
rate reduces to (288 x Cl-0.17)) = 240 pages/sec. 

Each installation can perform these calculations using data from the 
"heaviest" period of the day. 
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4.3 DEMAND PAGING RATES 

->Difficult to calculate.<-

But: minimize "demand" paging rate by 

- Using storage isolation 
forces swapin = swap-out rate. 
little swap-out trim. 
Minimizes TSO demand paging. 
(3-5 page faults per transaction) 

- Minimize overinitiation 

Use only paging rate control in SRM 
to limit MPL. CRCCPTRT) 
-> Consistency 

- Limit: 30-80 pages/sec on 3033 UP 

Figure 20. FOIL 21--DEMAND PAGING RATES 

Figure 20 illustrates the calculation of demand paging rates. 

Demand paging rate manifests itself in its clearest form in those cases 
where the swnp paging is directed to swap data sets, and there is minimal 
use of VIO. The remaining paging load on the loc3l page data sets can then 
be viewed as d~mand paging. It is very difficult to estimate this paging 
load, but it is possible to measure it and control it. If storage iso
lation is used, then swap trim is minimized. In ·a syste~ without serious 
main storaqe constraints, i.e., where sotl'le logical swapping occurs, or 
where th2 UIC (unreferenced interval count) has a value of about 20, a TSO 
trivial transaction can encounter up to 3-5 page faults after storage iso
lation (as observed on scme systems). Consequently the demand paging lead 
is at least (2 x transaction rate x 3) for such systems, assuming 3 demand 
pages read and written per transaction. In addition, nontrivial TSO tran
sactions and batch can also cause significant demand paging~ 

By limiting overinitiation and by using tha SRM page fault control mech
anism ·cRCCPTRT), the multiprograrr.ming level in the s~1stem, and conse
quently the demand paging rate can be controlled. The advantage of doing 
this is consistency of response ti~e. (Reference 4). 

As an example, on a 16 MB 3033 TSO-batch system (100 users) the "demand 
paging" rate was controlled in the 30-60 pages/second range. This range 
(maximum) could be applicable to most systems with CPU potJer equal to or 
slower than a 3033 UP with storage llmitations. If main storage is 
increased (for example to 24 ME), the demand paging rate. can be signif
icantly reduced. As a first approximation, it can b~ assu~ed that for 
CPUs faster than a 3033 UP,. the demand paging rate can be linearly scaled 
upwards with the instruction execution rate of the CPU, assuming that the 
number of interactive users is also linearly increased. 
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5.0 BASIC CONCEPTS OF I/O ACTIVITY AND ASSOCIATED FORMULAE 

In this section a basic explanation of the I/O activity is given, together 
with its modeling representation. The modeling used is an analytic model 
using a fairly standard M/D/l formulation. It is not necessary to under
stand the modeling nethodology in detail to use the formulae, thus the 
following detailed discussion can be skipped, and the reader can continue 
with the examples directly. 

"M" means exponential arrival of requests to the.d~vices. 
"D" means fixed service time at the servers (devices). 
"1" means single queue assumed. 

Other sources have used M/M/l formulation (exponential distribution of 
service time), but system measurements indicate to this writer that a 
somewhat bettar match with measured results can be obtained for at least 
3380s and 3880-lls with an M/D/l formulation. The basic difference in 
calculations between M/M/l and M/D/l models is that an M/D/l model essen
tially provides a "wait in queue time" h~lf as long as the M/M/l model. 
Furthermore, it is also true, that when swapping and demand paging are 
separated, the service times on the devices do not vary exponentially, and 
a fixed service time assumption makes more sense than the assumption of 
exponentially distributed service times. The service time variations 
int reduced by seeking is al so significantly reduced for these modern 
devices. 

The question of exponential arrivals has to be addressed. It is likely 
that demand paging arrivals are randomly distributed, i.e., the assump
tion of exponential arrivals is a reasonable approximation. It is also 
clear that the arrival of swap sets is not randomly distributed, since 
each swap group contains multiple swap sets, which arrive in a clustered 
manner. The arrivals of swap groucs can be considered randomly distrib
uted hot.Jever. Consequently, the a5sumption of exponential distribution 
of swap set arrivals is really valid only if there are enough independ
ent swap devices and paths, so that each swap device is affect~d only by 
one SHap set from each Sl<JoP group. If this is not the case, (for example, 
there are two swap devices on the same path), the assumption would be 
incorrect. It is the author's belief that the calculations assuming random 
arrivals yield reasonable results. 

Consider for example a single swap device on a path, which is confronted 
by the clustered arrival of two sHap sets. The two st.Jap sets can be 
represented as a larger entity, a pseudo swap set consisting of two swap 
sets C24 pages), and the arrival of these entities is distributed exponen
tially once more. In this case the calculations could be validly performed 
on pseudo swap sets of 24 pages. The formulae used would result, not sur
prisingly, in response timos about twice as large as for a single s~.,sap 
set. Thus, an approximation could be made of calculating single swap set 
response ti~es, and doubling it for the evaluation of the respons~ time 
associated with the pseudo swap set. The section "Swap Measuremants" dis
cusses this problem in more detail. 

Two swap devices on the same path represents the worst case from a model
ing viewpoint, s i nee RPS misses occur, and the prob! em of clustered 
arrival is distributed between the two devices. The clustered arrival 
problem is almost identical to the case of single device. The calculation 
of the RPS miss (with clustered arrivals) presents a special problem. The 
intention of this paper is to obtain a reasonable evaluation of device 
capabilities, and no special effort is made to handle this special case 
differently from the general case. The approach represents an approxi
mation. 

In this pcper, for si mp! i city the arrival of st..rap sets is considered as 
being exponentially distributed, so that the swap set response times are 
valid only if there are a sufficient number of i~dependent devices. The 
overall sMap response times are correct hor<Jever because of the exponential 
arrivals of the swap groups. A later section of the paper illustrates the 
consequences regarding the measured data. 

It should be emphasized that the numbers calculated by models are modeling 
numbers, not measured numbers, and while an attempt was made to "validate" 
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them by comparing them to measured numbers, modeling at best represents an 
approximation of reality. Reality does not necessarily follow modeling 
assumptions. Furthermore, modeling makes simplifying assumptions, which 
often make the models suspect. Consequently, utilization and throughput 
figures presented may match reality more closely than the response times 
calculated. On the other hand, the modeling results represent relative 
evaluation of th2 devices presented, even if the absolute values prove to 
be somewhat inaccurate. 

5.1 COMPONENTS OF I/O ACTIVITY 

Conceptually: 

Queue, Q - due to device busy 

Command delay, CD - SIOF,CC~=-0, path busy 

Seek 

Seek reconnect, SRO CCCW fetch), 
due to path busy Cnot on 3880s) 

latency = half revolution 

RPS miss and reconnect 

Search (start 3-5 sectors before) 

Data Transfer 

Figure 21. FOIL 23--COMPONENTS OF l/0 ACTIVITY 

Figure 21 defines the following components of I/O activity: 

1. Device queue. 

A device queue is created when the system tries to access a device and 
the device is found to be busy. In MVS, the device queue explicitly 
exists for sw~p devices: for each swap device two CMVS/SP 1.3.0) or 
three CMVS/SP 1.3.1) requests can be initiated b0.cause of the number 
of IORBs available; any further requests are queued in ASM. Nonethe
less, in most c~ses, only one request can be in progress at one time 
(exceptions are 2305s and 3880-lls). Paging requests for a local pag
ing device are dynamically appended to the dnvice channel progrnm, but 
this only says that the queue explicitly occurs at the device. The 
device queue delay, Q, is calculated from the following CM/D/l) formu
la: 

Q = CDST x DUT) / C2 x Cl-DUT)), where 

DST = Device Service Time 
DUT = Device Utilization 

If an M/M/l model were used, the factor "2" would not appear in the 
denominator. 

2. Command Delay. 

The path (channel or contro 1 unit) may be busy servicing another 
request (from another device on the same path, if any), so that the 
start of the I/O request which has to be passed through the path is 
delayed. This is manifested in the syste~ for a swap device by a con
dition code of non-zero to the SIO. This delay doe~ not occur for 
local paging devices as frequently, because of the dynamic appending 
of channel requests, but for consistency it was calculated for all 
DASO. The average delay depends on the channel busy state caused by 
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other devices, and the average service ti me for other devices. On 
average, the request sees half the duration of another channel ser
vice request. The command delay is calculated from the foilowing 
formula= 

CD = Average Channel Service Time x RCB / 2, ~here 
RCB = Relative Channel Busy CSee below). 

3. Seeks. 

2.1 + 0.9 x (Number of cylinders) ** .5 

2.9 + 1.1 x (Number of cylinders) ** .5 

7.8 + 1.8 x (Number of cylinders) ** .5 

Figure 22. DASO SEEK FORMULAE 

3380 

3375 

3350 

Figure 22 defines approximate formulae for seek times. Thus, for a 
40 cylinder data set size on a 3380 one obtains a maximum seek time 
of: 

2.1 + 0.9 x (40) ** .5 = 7.8 ms 

In the calculations an average seek size of one cylinder is assumed 
for swap data sets. Seeks on local page data sets are larger, but 
depend on the data set size. 

4. Seek Reconnect. 

Seek Reconnect occurs on 3830 control units, not on 3880s. It means 
that after the initial DASO seek has been completed, another channel 
command has to be fetched through the channel (usually the set sector 
command}. On 3880s the second command is prefetched, so this d~lay 
does not occur. Since on most paging devices only 50% or less of the 
seeks are non-z~ro seeks, the delay occurs only about 50% of the time. 
When it occurs, it does so, because the channel is busy, so its formu
la is similar to the co~mand delay, except it occurs only l/2 the 
time. 

SRO = .CD / 2 CNot on 3880s) 

5. latency~ 

On average, in order to arrive at a page requested, a DASO will have 
to complete half a rotation, called latency; this keeps the device 
busy. 

latency = half a revolution 

6. Search. 

7. 

The set sector command has to be issued 3-5 sectors prior to the 
desired sector. This causes a channel time which is longer than could 
be calculated from the data transfer time by itself. In the calcu
lations presented below this is approximated by increasirig the si~gle 
page data transfer time slightly (as shown below). 

Data Transfer. 

Page transfer ti mes are calculated and rounded: 

3380: 4096 / 3 MB / sec = 1.3 ms --> 1.5 ms 
3375: 4096 / 1.8 f"1B / sec = 2.3 ms --> 2.6 ms 
3350·: 4096 / 1.2 MB / sec = 3.3 ms --> 3.6 ms 
2305= 4096 / 1.5 MB / sec = 2.7 ms --> 3.0 ms 

swap set transfer ti mes are calculated by counting the number of pages 
per track and the tracks per swap set, and multiplying the product by 
the rotation time. This accounts for inter-record gaps and partial 
track usage. 
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S.2 

3350: 3 revolutions = 3 x 16.7 ms = 
2305: 4 revolutions = 4 x 10 ms = 
3375: 1.5 revolutions = 1.5 x 20.1 ms = 
3380: 1.2 revolutions = 1.2 x 16.7 ms = 

CONCURRENCY FORMULAE 

Multiple concurrent swap I/Os 

-Calculate single path response time 
-Adjust for number of swap sets/paths 
-Maximum is NO of swap sets x resp.time 

SWAP RESPONSE TIME = 
SWAP SET RESPONSE TIME 
HUMBER OF SWAP SETS IN GROUP 
NUMBER OF SWAP SETS PER CHN 
CONTROL UNIT UTILIZATION 
NUMBER OF CHANNELS 

RT 
= SRT 
= STS 
= SPC 

= CUT 
= NCH 

RT = SRT X CSPC+CSTS x CUT ** CNCH-1))) 
RT = lesser of CRT, STS x SRT) 

NCH=3, SRT=S-0, STS=4, CUT=.3, SPC=l.33 
->RT= 50 x Cl.33+C4xC.3) ** 2)) = 85 

--> EXPONENTIAL DECREASE WITH CHANNELS 

Figure 23. FOIL 24--CONCURRENCY FORMULAE 

50 ms 
40 ms 
30 ms 
20 ms 

Figure 23 quantifies the effect of concurrency, i.e., the effect of tran
smitting multiple swap sets concurrently on several channels. An empir
ical formula, based on a simulation model, was d2veloped. 

First, the swap set response time is evaluated by the methods yet to be 
demonstra~ed. The number of swap sets in the swap group and the number of 
channels used for swapping clearly influences the overall st..iap response 
time. Thus, if only ona device is used for three 5wap sets, then the swap 
response time is three times the swap set responsa time, this represents 
the worst case. On the other hand, if three devices on three separate 
paths are available, and the paths are free, then the swap response time 
is the same as the swap set response tima, and this is the best case. The 
formula usPd must yield correct results for these boundary conditions. In 
general, the paths are not ahrnys free, and while some overlap is 
possible, complete overlap is unlikely, in part because of the lack of 
synchronism between channels, devices and swap set sizes (partial swap 
sets do occur). The more the paths are loaded, the less likely the overlap 
becomes. 

Simulation indicates that the response time elongation can be calculated 
by taking the larger of the path (or the device) busy fraction to the pow
er (number of channels - 1), multiplied by the number of swap sets and 
added to the natural elong~tion. The natural elongntion occurs when the 
number of swap sets per channel is greater than 1. 
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Assume: 
-swap set response time = 50 ms 
-Four swap sets 

+-chunnel utilization 
-Maximum -I C.U. utilization = 30X 

NUMBER 
OF 

CHAN ELS 
CNCH) 

1 
2 
3 
4 

+-device utilization 

SWAP SETS 
PER 

CHANNEL 
CSPC) 

4 
2 
1.33 
1 

SWAP 
RESPONSE 

TIME 
CRT) 

200 
160 
85 
55 

f;gure 24. FOIL 25--PARALLElISM AND SWAP RESPONSE TIME 

If the calculated swap set response time were 50 ms and this were to be 
obtained on 1, 2, 3, and 4 chann~ls for a swap group with four swap sets, 
with the greatest of channel, control unit and davico utilizat;on kept at 
30%, the numerical results shown in Figure 24 could be established showing 
the effects of parallelism on response time. The most significant bene
fits are obt~ined when the number of paths increases from 2 to 3. As the 
number of paths ·increase, little additional benefit is gained from concur
rency, even though benefits may accrue in a real situation because of 
lessened path utilization. In the calculation above a fixed utilization of 
30% was assumed. 

5.~ CONCEPT OF R~LATIVE CHANNEL BUSY 

Consider a swap channel with 2 devices. 
Let channel busy = 507. 
Relative channel busy = RCB = l/3 

When device Dl tries to reconnect, it 
finds channel busy 25% of time for 02, 
finds channel free 50% of time 

CH.BSYC-Dl) 25 1 
RCBCDl) = ------------------- = = 

CH.BSYC-Dl>+CH.FREE 25+50 3 

----------+---------+---------
' CHN FREE I Dl BUSY I 02 BUSY I 
I 50% I 2s~ I 25% I 
----------+---------+---------

l/3 
RPS = 16.7 x ------- = 8.4 ms 

1-Cl/3) 

Figure 25. FOIL 26--CONCEPT OF RELATIVE CHANNEL BUSY 

Figure 25 introduces the important concept of Relative Channel Busy (Ref
erence 5). RPS misses or com~and delays occur as the device does not find 
the chann~l Cthe control unit, the path) free because other devices keep 
it busy. This means that ~he channel busy factor customarily used in the 
RPS miss and co~~and delay calculations should be the relative channel 
busy CRCB). 
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The concept can be best understood by considering an example: 

A channel is 50% busy, because each of two devices keeps it busy 25t of th~ 
time. Thus, the channel is free 50% of the time, and a device CDl) sees~ 
channel busy of 25% Cdue to the other device, 02) and 50% channel free 
time. The relative channel busy then as seen by device Dl is the channel 
busy time due to other devices CD2> divided by the the total time when 
device Dl is not busy itself. The relative channel busy then is 

25 / (25+50) = l/3 

5.4 BASIC CONCEPTS (REVIEW) 

M/D/l Queue - Q = COST x DUT) / C2 x Cl-DUT>> 

Relative Channel Busy, RCB: as seen by device 

Command delay: CD = Channel service time x RCB /2 

Seek (One cylinder for swap data sets) 

Seek reconnect: SRO = CD/2 (not on 3880) 

Latency: LAT = ROT / 2 

RPS reconnect: RPS = CROT * RCB) / Cl-RCB) 
Search: a few sectors 

Transfer data: (3380 examples) 
page: (4096 / 3xl0**6) + = 1.5 ms 

swap: 10 pages/track = 16.7 ms 
but swap set = 12 pages = 
16.7 + C2/10) x 16.7 = 20 ms 

Figure 26. FOIL 27--BASIC CONCEPTS CREVIEW> 

Figure 26 summarizes the formulae used in the calculations. 
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6.0 EXAMPLE~ 

In order to demonstrate the use of these techniques, a few exnmples are 
presented. The examples encompass both sw~p and demand page data set eval
uat; on. 

6.1 SWAP EXAMPLES 

In all the St>JoP examples that fol low, it is assumed that there are 12 pag
es per st..iap set, and each swap set is transmitted by one SIO. CTh;s 
assumption will be incorrect when partial swap sets exist, or when the 
number of swap actuators is s~aller than the number of swap sets in a swap 
group and the system ;s heavily loaded). 

6.1.1 2 3380 SWAP ACTUATORS ON CHANNEL 

12 PAGES PER SIO 
SIOS PER SECOND PER CHANNEL: 20 
CONTROL UNIT OVERHEAD 2.6 MS 
DATA TRANSFER TIME 20 MS 

CU. UTIL.: 20 x 22.6=452 ms/s = 45% 
REL.CH.UT.: RCB = 22.5/(22.5+55) = 29% 

COMMAND DELAY, CD = 22.6x.29 / 2= 3.3 MS 
OVERHEAD TIME 2.6 MS 
SEEK TIME 3 MS 

RPS MISS = 16.7 x .29 / Cl-.71) 
LATENCY TH1E 
DATA TRANSFER 
DEVICE SERVICE TIME 
DEVICE UTILIZATION = 20x40.7/2 

Q CM/D/l) = 

= 

= 

6.8 MS 
8.3 MS 

20 MS 
40.7 MS 
40.7 % 

=40.7 x.407 / C2 x Cl-.407)) = 14 MS 

SWAP SET READ 
RESPONSE TIME= 40.7 +14 + 3.3 = 58 MS 

Figure 27. FOIL 29--2 3380 SWAP ACTUATORS ON CHANNEL 

Figure 27 provides an evaluation of two 3380 swap actuators. It is 
assumed that two 3380 actuators are used per channel (or control unit, 
used ;nterchangably in the example), both for swapping. It is assumed that 
the SIO rate is 20 SIOs per seccnd. The control unit overhead (protocol) 
is 2.6 ms and the data transfer time for a swap set ;s 20 ms, for a total 
of 22.6 ms. The control unit ut;lization is obtained by multiplying the 
SID rate with the control unit utilization per swap set. A control unit 
utilization of 45% (just below the magic 50%) is obta;ned. 

One device sees 22.5% channel busy and 55% channel free. Thus, the rela
tive channel busy is obtained as 22.5 / C22.5+55) = 29%. A one cylinder 
seek of 3 ms is assuiied and the service time of a device is calculated by 
adding the overhead time, seek time, RPS miss, latancy, and the t;me for 
the data transfer. The service time obta;ned (40.7 ms) multiplied by the 
SIO rate associated with one device (10) yields the device ut;lization, 
c4o.nn. 

The device queue is calculated by taking the device service time, multi
plying it by thg device utilization, dividing it by 2 times Cl - device 
utilization); and a queue wait ti me of 14. 3 ms is obtained. 
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Response time is then calculated by adding the device service time, queue 
wait time and command delay. 

The command delay is insignificant compared with the the queue wait and 
service times. The service time itself consists of about half data trans
fer, half associated overhead. Data transfer represents one third of the 
response ti me. 

6.1.2 3880-11 SWAP DEVICE WITH 2 33505 

12 PAGES PER SIO. CACHE BUSY: 2 MS / PG 
HIT RATIO= .95, MISS RATIO = .05 

DASO RATIO = .07 

SIOS PER SECOND = SPS = 20 
TOTAL PAGING RATE = 20 x 12 = 240 PGS/SEC 
SIO'S TO 33505: = SPS x DR = 20x.07=1.4 
3350 PGNG PER ACT. 1.4 x 12 /2 = 8.4 PG/S 
CACHE BUSY - CHANNEL= (12 x 2) = 24 MS 
CACHE BUSY - 3350=.07 x (50+1) = 3.6 MS 
CACHE BUSY TIME/SIQ: 24 + 3.6 = 27.6 MS 

CONTROL UNIT UTIL. 20 x 27.6 = 55 % 
WEIGHTED SERVICE TIME, DST: 

CACHE BUSY TIME/ 1.047 = 26.4 MS 
QUEUE WAIT, Q = CDST x DU> / 2 x Cl-DU) 
= 26.4 x .55 / C2xC1 - .55 )) = 16.1 MS 

3350 RESPONSE TIME- CABOUT) = 91 MS 

SWAP SET READ RESPONSE TIME: 
24 + (.05 x 91) + 16.1 

figure 28. 3880-11 SWAP DEVICE 

= 44.6 MS 

Figure 28 presents an example of 3880-11 swapping. A swap load of 240 
pages/second is used going to a 3880-11 swap device with two actuators. A 
hit ratio of 95% is assumed, which is achievable, as measured on an inter
nal IBM production system, when the active sMap data set size does not 
exceed 16 MB. In other words, coverage does not fall below 50%. Coverage 
is defined as the size of the cache, 8 MB - divided by the supported page 
space, 16 MB in this case. 

In calculating the SIO rate to DASO, it was assumed that swap sets of 12 
pages maintain their unit character. In fact units of eight are used, mak
ing DASD utilization slightly worse. At these high hit ratios the effect 
of the back store on performance is neg! 1 gi bl e. The SIO rate to the 
3880-11 is multiplied by the DASD ratio of .07, this gives us a DASD rate 
of (20 x 0.07) = 1.4 S!Os per second or 16.8 pages per second, or 8.4 p~ges 
per second per 3350 actuator. Note that the pages transferred are consec
utively located on the DASO. 

The calculation of the cache busy per SIO is obtained by adding the 
cache/channel transfer busy time of 24 ms for 12 pages to the propor
tionate cache/3350 busy time. The 3350 busy time is 50 ms data transfer 
per swap set and 1 ms for protocol for a total of 51 ms. Since the DASD 
ratio is .07, the cache/3350 busy time per SID on the average is C0.07 x 
51) = 3.6 ms. Total cache busy time of 27.6 ~s yields a 55.2% device (or 
control unit) utilization which appoaches the limit by our ground rules. 

In order to calculate the queue time the average service time must be 
obtained. Three different activities have to be considered: 
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. l~ Channel/cache/backstore 

2~ Channel/cache 

3~ Cache/backstore 

transfers: 

transfers: 

transfers: 

.05 I/Os per SIO 

.95 I/Os per SIO 

.047 I/Os per SIO 

4. Altogether 1.047 l/O activities per SIO. 

The average service time (which is the length of an I/O activity by the 
cache) is obtained by dividing the cache busy per SIO by the number of I/O 
activities, i.e., 1.047. Notice that the average cache busy time could 
have been taken, (just as easily, 27.6 ms instead of 26.4 ms) without mak
ing too big an error. 

The queue wait is calculated, assuming the cache is a single server. This 
approach ignores the effect of the multiple exposures, but in the case of 
swap sets, the dominating factor is the data transfer time and thg queues 
resulting from heavy data transfer activities through the channel/cache 
path. Multiple exposure helps in the case of a read hit following a read 
miss. With the high hit ratios observed few misses occur. 

The device (swap set) read response time is.obtained by adding the service 
time required for cache/channel transfers C24-ms) to the queue wai·t ·cal
culated, and then adding the portion contributed by read misses. The read 
miss portion is calculated by establishing the 3350 response time (91 ms, 
calculated below) for a read mi SS and multiplying it by the read mi SS 
ratio C 0. 0 5). 

2 3350s ON A SWAP 3880-11 

95% HIT RATIO. MISS RATIO = .05 
TOTAL PAGING RATE = 240 PGS/SEC 
DR = M/2 + M/CM+l) 
DRCREADJ = .05 I 2 =.025 
DRCWRITE) = .05 / 1.05 =.045 
DASD RATJQ: = .025 +0.045 =.07 
PGS TO 3350s: 240 x .07 = 16.8 PGS/S 
SIOS TO 33505: = SPS x DR = 20x.07=1.4 

CACHE BUSY CCAANN~ll 240 x 2 = 48 % 
CACHE-3350 PG~ Cl6.8 / 12) x CSO+l)= 7.1% 

RC B C 3 3 5 0 ) = C • 4 8 + . 0 3 6 ) I C 1 - . 0 3 6 ) = 5 .3 . % 

OVERHEAD TIME C3350-CACHE> 1 MS 
10 MS 

/ Cl-.53 )~ 18.8MS 
SEEK TIME 
RPS MISSCPJ=l6.7 x .53 
LATENCY TIME 
DATA TRANSFER FOR SWAP SET 

= 8.3MS 
= 50 MS 

SWAP SET RD TIME=1+10+18.8+8.3+50 =88.lMS 
3350 DEV UT = Cl.4 / 2> x 88.1 = 6. % · 
3350 Q = 88.1 x .06 / C2 x .94 >= 2.8MS 
3350 SWAP SET RD RT = 88.1 + 2.8 = 90.9MS 

Figure,29. 3350 SWAP SET RESPONSE TIME OH A 3880-11 

Figure~Z9 addresses the modeling of the back store device. The back store 
device Cthe 3350) is to be handled as an additional queueing problem, sim.:.. 
ilar to the one.solved in the preceding example for 3380s. In this case, 
the load to the 3350s is known, and the cache is represEnted as a control 
unit with kncwn utilization. The "relativ~ channel busy" can be calculated 
by observing that the busy time seen by a back store device is the sum of 
cache/channel busy time (48%), plus the cache busy time due to the other 
attuator (3.6%). An average se~k of one cylinder ClO ms) can be assumed, 
and the RPS miss can be calculated, using the RCB. This is followed by the 
calculation of the service time for the 3350, which consists of 51 ms data 
transfer and protocol, 10 ms seek, 8.3 ms latency and the RPS miss of 18.8 
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ms for a total of 88.1 ms. The device utilization is the service time 
C88.1) times the SIO rate per actuator Cl.4 / 2). The device utilization 
is about 6%. The device queue is calculated as about 3 ms. The 3350 
response time can be calculated as the sum of the service time snd the 
queue wait, yielding a 3350 response time of about 91 ms, which w~s used 
in the 3880-11 response time calculation before. This response time howev
er contributes little to the average 3880-11 read response times because 
of the high hit ratio. 

The calculations demonstrate that at these high hit ratios the back store 
Cand its blocking factor) have very little impact on the overall perform
ance. 

12 PAGES PER SIO. CACHE BUSY: 2 MS / PG 
HIT RATIO= .95, MISS RATIO = .05 
SIOS PER SECOND = SPS = 20 
TOTAL PAGING RATE = 20 x 12 = 240 PGS/SEC 

SIDS TO 33505: = SPS x M = 20 x .05 =1 
CACHE BUSY - CHANNEL= C12 x 2) = 24 MS 
CACHE BUSY - 3 3 5 0 = . 0 5 x C 5 0 + 1> -· 2 • 6 MS 
CACHE BUSY TIME: 24 + 2.6 = 26.6 MS 
CONTROL UNIT UTIL. 20 x 26.6 = 53.2 % 

QUEUE WAIT, Q = COST x OU) / 2 x Cl-DU> 
= 24 x .532 /C2xC1 - .532>> = 13.6 MS 

3350 RESPONSE TIME (ASSUMED> 
READ MISS TIME = 84 x 0.05 

= 84 MS 
= 4.2 MS 

3880-11 SWAP SET READ RESPONSE TIME: 
24 + 4.2 + 13.6 = 41.8 MS 

Figure 30. FOIL 30--3880-11 SWAP (APPROXIMATE METHOD> 

Figure 30 gives an approxi~ate method for evaluating the performance of 
a 3880-11 swap device. 

Assume, that the miss ratio equals the DASO ratio. Calculate cache busy 
time per SIO as the sum of (Miss ratio x 51) and 24. Calculate the cache 
busy as the product of the SIO rate to the device and the calculated 
device busy time per SIO. Calculate the queue for the cache, and calculate 
the response time by adding the hit tiMe C24 ms), the calculated queue 
time (13.6 ms), and the read miss time (4.2 ms). The read miss time is 
represented here as the approximate value of th~ 3350 read response time, 
84 ms, times the read miss ratio, .05, i.e., (84 x 0.05::: 4.2). The 84 ms 
value was chosen somewhat arbitrarily and is used repeDtedly in the paper. 

6.1.3 DISTRIBUTED SWAP DATA SETS 

For a final example of swap, assume that 3 swap actuators are distributed 
to three nondedicated channels handling the total swap load of 240 page~ 
per second. In addition, the remaining thr~e data base actuators on each 
one of the channels hand!• 46 single 4096 byte long data bnse l/O activity 
per channel. The relative channel busy calculation is different for the 
sw~p actuator and the three data base actuators. The swap actuator se~s 
only the data base actuators while the data base actuators see two data 
base actuators and one swap actuate~. Assume that the data base load is 
evenly distributed among the data base actuators. 
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1 3380 SWAP ACTUATOR PER CHANNEL 
3 DATA BASE ACTUATORS PER CHANNEL 
3 CHANNELS 

DATA BASE SIOS PER SEC PER channel = 46 
DATA TRANSFER: 1.5 + 2.6 = 4.1 MS 
CHANNEL UTIL. DUE TO DATA:46 x 4.1= 18.9% 

SWAP SIOS PER SEC PER CHANNEL = 6.7 
CHN.UTIL. DUE TO SWAP:C6.7 x 22.6)= 15.lr. 

TOTAL CHH UTIL: 18.9 + 15.1 = 34 r. 
RtBCSWAP) = 18.9 / C66 
RCBCDATA> = 27.7 I C66 

+ 18.9) = 22 r. 
+ 27.7> = 30 r. 

SERV.TIME CSEEN BY DATA> = 
( ( 6.7 x 22.6) + (2/3 x 46 x 4.1 )) 
/ (6.7 + (2/3 x 46 )) = 
COMMAND DELAY, CDCDATA>= 7.4x.3 /2= 
COMMAND DELAY, CDCSWAP>= 4.lx.22/2= 
OVERHEAD TIME = 

7.4 MS 
1.1 MS 
0.4 MS 
2.6 MS 

RCB C St~AP > = 22~ ; RCBCDATA> = 30 r. 
SEEK ('SWAP>= 3 MS; SEEKCDATA> = 6 MS 
RPSCSWAP> =4.7 MS; RPS <DATA) = 7.2 MS 

LATENCY =8.3 MS; = 8.3 MS 
XFERCSWAP> 20 MS; XFERCDATA> = 1. 5 MS 
S.T.CSWAP> 38.6 ; s. T. COAT A> = 25.6 MS 

DEVICE UTIL.CSWAP> = 6.7x 38.6 = 25.9Y. 
DEVICE UTIL.CDATA) =15.3x25.6 :: 39.lr. 

QUEUE CSl~AP> = 38.6x.26/(2x.74) = 6.8 MS 
QUEUE CDATA) = 25.6x.39/C2x.61) :: 8.2 r1s 

SRT CSWAP> = .4 + 6.8 + 38.6 = 45.8 MS 
R.T.CDATA> =1.1 + 8.2 + 26.8 = 36.1 MS 
SWAP RESPONSE TIME = RT CCONCURRENCY> 
RT = SRT X CSPC+CSTS x CUT ** CNCH-1>>> 
61.7=45.8x ( 1+ C 3 x.34 ** C 3 -1>>> 
SWAP RESPONSE TIME = 61.7 MS 

Figure 31. DISTRIBUTED SWAP DATA SETS 
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1 3380 SWAP, 3 DB ACT'S PER CHAN. 3 CHANS 

DATA, SWAP SIOS PER SEC PER CHAN = 46;6.7 
4.1 MS 

= 18.9% 
DATA TRANSFER: 1.5 + 2.6 
CH.UT.CSW>=15.1% ; CH.UT.CDATA> 
TOTAL CHN UTIL: 18.9 + 15.1 

= 
= 34 % 

CDCSWAP) = 0.4 MS; CDCDATA> = 1.1 MS 
OVERHEAD = 2.6 MS; = 2.6 MS 
RCBCSWAP) =22 X ; RCBCDATA> = 30 X 
SEEKCSWAP) = 3 MS; SEEKCDATA) = 6 MS 
RPSCSWAP> = 4.7 MS; RPSCDATA) = 7.2 MS 
LATENCY = 8.3 MS; = 8.3 MS 
XFERCSWAP) =20 MS; XFERCDATA> = 1.5 MS 
S.T.CSWAP> =38.6 MS; S.T. CDATA> = 25.6 MS 
DEV.UT.CSW>=25.9% ; DEV.UTCDATA>= 39.1% 
QUEUECSWAP>= 6.8 MS; QUEUE CDATA>= 8.2 MS 

SRT CSWAP) =45.8 MS; R.T.CDATA> = 36.1 MS 

SWAP RESPONSE TIME = 
45.& x C 1+ C 3 x.34 ** C 3 -1>>>=61.7 MS 

Figure 32. FOIL 31--DISTRIBUTED SWAP DATA SETS 

An example of performance modeling for distributed swap data sets was 
constructed to yield a channel utilization of about 35%. Figure 31 on 
page 32 presents the detailed calculation and Figure 32 presents in foil 
format the summary of calculations. 

The concurrency formula was used to evaluate the swap response time. The 
data response time obtained is excellent in spite of the mixed Cnondedi
cated) channel and the heavy swapload (36.1 ms). 

Prec;sely the same methodology can be used for the mixture of three demand 
paging device and a swap device on the same channel. In fact, this example 
does represent the (unlikely) case when the demand paging load is 46 pages 
per second per channel in addition to the swap load. 
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6.2 DEMAND PA~ING EXAMPLES 

Ex~mples of the 3880-11 and the 3380 demand paging configurations are 
evaluated. 

6.2.1 3880-11 D~MAHD PAGER WITH 2 3350S 

1 PAGE PER READ SIO. 2 PAGES PER WRITES 
HR=.6; M=.4; DR=.49;CACHE BUSY= 2 MS/PG 
TOTAL PAGING RATE = 60 PGS/SEC 
DR CREAD> = .4 / 2 = .2 
DR WRITECPAGE> = .4 / 1.4 : .29 
3350 PG RD SIOS PER SEC: 60 x .2 ~12 
3350 PG WR SIOS PER SEC: 60x.29/2 = 8.7 

CACHE BUSY CCHAN.> =60 x 2=120MS =12 X 
CACHE-3350 PG: Cl2 x4.6)+(8.7x8.2>=12.7X 
CONTROL UNIT UTILIZATIOH=12 + 12.7=24.7X 
WEIGHTED SERVICE TIME, DST: 

247 / C30 + Cl.29 x 15)) = 5 MS 
QUEUE WAiT, Q = <DST x DU) /C2xC1-DU)) 
= 5 x .247 /(2x(l - .247)) = .8MS 

3350 RESPONSE TIME- =33 MS 

DEMAND PAGE READ RESPONSE TIME: 
2 + (.4 x 33) + 0.8 

Figure 33. 3880-11 DEMAND PAGER 

=16 MS 

Figure 33 presents the modeling evaluation of a 3880-11 demand pager. 

At an internal IBM site a 3880-11 supported 60 pages/sec with about a 60X 
hit ratio and 20X coverage, i.e., 8 MB of cache supporting 40 MB of active 
(not allocated) page space. Similarly, a hit ratio of 80X was observed 
with 40% coverage. Ci.e., two 3880-lls with 16 MB of cache). Both these 
observations occured in a TSO-batch environment with up to 100 TSO users 
being active. 

The technique~ used for the evaluation of the 3880-11 demand paging are 
similar to the ones used for its evaluation as a swap device. The figure 
above shows the pertinent calculations for the 3880-11. The control unit 
utilization is calculated as the sum of utilization due to cache to chan
nel and cache to back store transfers. A read from the 3350 to the cache 
takes (3.6 + 1) = 4.6 ms, while a write of 2 pages takes (7.2 + 1 >= 8.2 
ms. Note, that the (total) cache utilization is k~pt below 35X. The 
weighted service time is determined by considering the three different 
activities occuring: reads (including missQs), writes and destage activ
ities. The weighted service time is then used to determine the queue wait 
time, which for this low utilization is found to be negligible. The aver
age re.ad time is the sum of cache to channel re~d transfer tirne, the queue 
time and the 3350 read response time multiplied by the (read) miss ratio. 

The average response time is shown as the sum of the cache-channel trans
fer time (2 ms), the queueing delay C.8 ms), and the share of the read miss 
time (13.2 ms), for an average read response time of 16 ms. 
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2 33505 ON A 3880-11 

60% HIT RATIO. MISS RATIO = .4 
TOTAL PAGrnG RATE = 60 PGS/SEC 
DR = M/2 + M/CM+l) 
DR READ CPAGE> = .4 / 2 =.2 
DR WRITECPAGE) = .4 / 1.4 =.29 
DR CPAGE) = .2 + .29 =.49 
PGS TO 3350s: 60 x .49 = 29.4 PGS/S 

CACHE BUSY: 1 PAGE READ PER SIO=C3.6+1) MS 
2 PAGE WRITES/SIO =C7.2+1) MS 

3350 PG RD SIOS PER SEC: 60 x .2 =12 
3350 PG WR SIOS PER SEC: 60 x .29 /2= 8.7 
CACHE BUSY CCHANNEL> 60 x 2 =12 % 
CACHE-3350 PG: C12 x4.6)+C8.7x8.2) =12.7% 

RCBC3350) =C.120+.063)/Cl-.063) = 19.5% 

OVERHEAD TIME C3350-CACHE> 
SEEK TIME 
RPS MISSCP>=16.7 x .195 / Cl-.195)= 
LATENCY TIME = 
PAGE READ TIME= 1+10+ 4.1+8.3+3.6 = 
PAGE WRT TIME= 1+10+ 4.1+8.3+7.2 = 
3350 UT =C6 x 27) + C4.35 x 30.6) = 
SERVICE TIME = 295 / C6 + 4.35) = 
3350 Q = 28.5 x.295 / (2 x .705)= 
3350 PAGE READ R.T. = 27 + 6 = 

1 MS 
10 MS 

4.lMS 
8.3MS 

27 MS 
30.6MS 
29. 5;~ 
28.SMS 

6 MS 
33 MS 

Figure 34. 3350 PAGING RESPONSE TIME OH A 3880-11 

Figure 34 calculates the 3350 paging response time on the 3880-11. The 
interesting part of this is the calculation of the relative channel busy. 
From the viewpoint of the 3350, the cache is considered busy when it 
transfers to the channel Cl2%), and when it is busy transferring to the 
other 3350, (6.7%). In the calculations distinction is made betwe~n the 
single page reads and double page writes. The page read response time is 
33 ms with this load, C14.7 page/second per actuator). Notice that the 
cache utilization is low enough not to cause significant RPS misses, and 
the 3350 utilization is kept low enough so as not to cause high queueing 
delays on the device itself. 

If the calculated 3350 utilization exceeded 35%, it is worth while consid
eri hg using four 3350 actuators i nste~d of b..io, so as to reduce the 
queueing delay caused by de~ice busy. The use of more actuators is a pos
sibility for a demand paging environment, but is unnecessary for the swap
ping case. 

It is possible to quickly estimate the effects of using four 3350 actua
tors instead of two. The only major change in the calculation from 
figure 34 would be the number of S!Os going to an actuator, which would 
be half of the two actuator case. Consequently the 3350 device utili~ation 
is reduced from about 29.5% to about 15%. The 3350 Q-wait time is then 
reduced from 6 ms to 2.5 ms, reducing the 3350 response time from about 33 
ms to 30 ms and the 3380-11 response time from about 16 ms to about 15 ms. 
Thus, the improvement is not very significant, since the utilization of 
the 3350 actuators was only 30 X in the two actuator case. 

If the paging load were increased from 60 pages per second to 80 pages per 
second to the 3880-11 the situation would be different. Control unit 
utilization then increases to about 33 %, RPS miss to 8 ms, and 3350 
utilization (for two actuators) increases to 45 %. The 3350 queue wait 
time increases to about 13 ms for a 3350 response time of 46 ms yielding a 
3880-11 response time of 22 ms. With four actuators 3350 utilization 
falls to about 23 %, for a 3350 response time of about 37 ms yielding a 
3880-11 response time of 18 ms. Thus, with a paging load of 80 pages per 
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second to the 3880-11, maintaining the hit ratio of 0.6, the use of four 
actuators improves response time significantly. 

The response time calculations illustrate the main characteristics of the 
demand paging environment. The load is low, and queue time is almost neg
ligible. If the hit ratio were 100%, the demand paging response time 
would be roughly 2 ms. As the hit ratio is dropped by supporting a large 
page space, the key component of the averag_g response time is the portion 
contributed by reads from the back store. This observation leads to a very 
simple calculation as a first approximation. 

2 33505 ON A 3880-11 
HIT RATIO = .6 ; MISS RATIO = .4 
TOTAL PAGING RATE = 60 PGS/SEC 

CACHE BUSY TIME PER PAGE FOR HITS = 2 MS 
3350 RESPONSE TIME - <ASSUMED> =35 MS 
MISS CONTRIBUTION = .4 x 35 =14 MS 

CACHE BUSY CCHANNEL>=60 x 2=120MS=l2 % 
CACHE-3350 PG: C60 x ·.4 x 4.6) =11 % 
CONTROL UKIT UTILIZATIOH=12 + 11 =23 % 

DEMAND PAGE READ RESPONSE TIME: 
2 + (.4 x 35) 

• READ HIT RATIOS USUALLY HIGHER 
THAN OVERALL HIT RATIOS. 

=16 MS 

• TSO INTERACTIVE READS ARE USUALLY HITS 
CTllE MISSES ARE FOR BATCH.> 

Figure 35. FOIL 32--3880-11 DEMAND PAGING CAPPROXIMATE METHOD> 

Figure 35 contains a simple, approximate method for evaluation of 3880-11 
demand paging response time. Assume a hit ratio of 60%, and the demand 
paging response time is (2 + CMiss Ratio x 35)). 

The average response time is shown as the sum of the cache-channel trans
fer time C2 ms), and the share of the read miss time (14 ms), for an aver
aga read response time of 16 ms. 

There are several reasons why the average demand paging read response 
observed on an actual system is better than the time calculated by the 
methodology presented here. 

1. Read hit ratios are often higher than write hit ratios; thus, by 
making the assumption that the read hit ratio is the same as the aver
age hit ratio, the results calculated are conservative. CA write miss 
causes the use of an available slot, it does not cause activity to the 
DASO. Write miss ratios are separately reported hoL...iever). Thus, if an 
overall hit ratio of 60% is assumed, it is not unreasonable to assume 
a read hit ratio of 65~70%. 

2. The most important, and not easily measurable, effect is that demand 
page reads for interactive TSO users tend to be serviced by read hits, 
while read misses would be encountered mostly by long running TSO 
transactions and batch jobs. The reason for this phenomenon is the 
nature of the LRU algorithm of the cache. Pages belonging to interac
tive transactions would tend to stay in the cache, while old pages 
belonging to batch jobs would have to be retrieved by misses. 

3. An additional effect is the existence of multiple exposures, which i.s 
ignored in the (averaging) calculations used here. The multiple expo
sure feature allows a read hit to proceed while a miss is in the proc
ess of being handled. Multiple exposures allow thGse hits to proceed 
unimpeded; and are therefore clearly important, but their existence 
does not improve the response time for read misses, Cit makes then 
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slightly worse by potentially causing an additional RPS miss). Thus, 
TSO trivial transDctions serviced by hits, obtain an even better 
response t;me, wh;le misses, for batch are slightly delayed. In 
terms of the average response times, Cin contrast to the specific 
"hit" response ti m~s), the i !!'Pact is not great, si nee the average 
queueing delay, as calculated above, is very small. 

The actual demand pagQ read response time seen by trivial TSO transactions 
is much better, since they tend to be serviced by hits rather than misses. 
Thus, the 3880-11 is an excellent demand paging device with the ab;lity 
to handle large page spaces Cup to 5 times the size of the cache); and 
should be the devi~e of choice in response-oriented environments. 

As a final cautionary observation, the cal cu lat ions indicate that, for 
excellent demand paging response times, the cache and the back store 
utilizations should be kept below 35~. 

6.2.2 FOUR 3380 DEMA~D PAGE ACTUATORS ON A CHANNEL 

1 PAGE PER SIO 

SIOS PER SECOND PER CHANNEL: 
CONTROL UNIT OVERHEAD 
DATA TRANSFER TIME 
CHAN. UTIL.: 60 x 4.1=246 ms/s 
CHAN. UTIL./ACTUATOR = .246 / 
REL.CHAN UTIL.: RCB = 3 x .061 

= 0.195 = 

60 
2.6 MS 
1.5 MS 

= 24.6 % 
4 = . 061 
/Cl-.061> 

20 % 

COMMAND DELAY, CD = 3.6 x.20 /2= 0.4 MS 
OVERHEAD TIME 2.6 MS 
SEEK TIME 6.3 MS 

RPS MISS = 16.7 x . 2 / Cl-.2 > 4.2 MS 
LATENCY TIME 8.3 MS 
DATA TRANSFER 1.5 MS 
DEVICE SERVICE TIME 22.9 MS 

DEVICE UTILIZATION = 15 x 22.9 = 34 X 

Q = C22.9 x .34)/(2 x Cl-.34)) = 5.9 MS 
RESPONSE TIME: 22.9 + 5.9+ .4 = 29.2 MS 

Figure 36. FOIL 33--3380 DEMAND PAGING 

Figure 36 shows an evaluation of 3380 demand paging. If 3880-lls are 
not available to handle the demand pag;ng load, an alternative is to use 
available DASD, such as 3380s. The most important consideration in the use 
of such DASO is to define the demand page data sets s~all enough, so that 
the seeks encountered are small. In the example above a 60 pages/second 
load was assumed, which is reasonable to support about 100 TSO users. The 
required demand paging d~ta set size is about 50 MB. If all four actua
tors are grossly overallocated to about 25 MB each, then the span of a 
data set allocated is about 40 cylinders. The average seek distance is 
then about 13 cylinders for reads, i.e., not very high. The user of the 
modeling ~ethodology must make his own assumptions about seeks. COne can 
assume that SOY. of the writes require no se~ks). 

In the example above, a pessim; stic seek value of 6.3 ms was assumed. The 
advantage of the use of 3380s for demand paging is the ability to define a 
rather largQ data set size, such as 40 MB, on each actuator without incur
ring a heavy seek penalty. 

The calculation shows that the most significant portion of the demand page 
read response ti me is, on average, almost unchangeable: seeks ( ma~1be 
about 4-6 ms), latency of 8. 3 ms, an overhead of 2. 6 ms, a data transfer of 
1.5 ms and some RPS miss are always encountered. Queue wait is not very 
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significant, thus a good approximate calculation would state that the 
demand paging response time obtaindble from 3380 actuators ranges between 
20 and 30 ms, when there are sufficient actuators to handle the load. 

The above calculation assumed that all demand paging goes to 3380s in sin
gle page bursts. It is known of course that page writes occut with about 
two pages per SIO, consequently the d~vice utilization is lower Class 
seeks and RPS mi~ses) and the device therefore can handle a somewhat high-
er paging load with.heavy write content. · 

The design graphs and device limit tables make use of tha fact that writes 
tend to be blocked, and the device utilizatiri~ is the~eforc somewl1at low
ered. 
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7.0 SWAP AND DEMAND PAGE.DEVICE LIMITS 

The calculations illustrated in the previous chapter can be performed fo~ 
a va~iety of paging devices~ and paging loads. An APL model was written to 
do this~ and curves were plotted from the model output. In addition, the 
calculations can be used to establish device use limits, i.e., conditions 
under which tha device utilizations and response times are r~asonable and 
the queues -0ccuring are not excessive~ Som~what arbitrarily these limits 
were defined in such a way that swap device and path utilizetions were 
kept in the neighborhood of 50%, while demand paging path and davi ce 
utilizations were kept below 35%. Experience indicates that these are rea
sonable guidelines. 

Device use limit tables can be constructed with these guidelines. In the 
tables the configurations listed are those that can be attached to a con
trol unit on a dedicated path for the purpos~ illustrated. Thus, for 
example there are two swap actuators listed for any of the devices per 
path. On the other hand., four disk actuators p~r path aro listed for 
demand paging. The per path configurations listed for differ~nt device 
types are definitely not equivalent. 

In a later section of the paper, design graphs of the device modeled 
response ti mes with varying paging loads are presented. There may be 
small differences between the modeling results plotted and the results 
calculated in this presentation, since the hand calculation USQd slightly 
more approximations. The design graphs can be used to obtain the tables 
below. 

7.1 SUMMARY OF SUAP DEVICE USE LIMITS 

•Massive data transfers 

•Important: parallelism (multiple paths) 

•Important: fast transfer rates 

•Access time is of least importance 

•Two or more 3880-lls or 3-4 3380 actuators 
distributed. 

•Dedicated swap channels can be 
loaded to 50% utilization. 

3380 3375 3350 3880-11 
Actuators 2 2 2 (2) 
HIT RATIO .95 
DS SIZE 1"1B 20 20 8 16 
SIO RATE 20 15 10 20 
PG RATE 240 180 120 240 
PGS/ACT 120 90 60 
RESP. TIME 58 100 130 45 

2305 
2 

20 
12 

144 
72 
70 

Figure 37. FOIL 35--SUMMARY OF SWAP DEVICE USE LIMITS 

Figu~e 37 contairis a summary of swap device use limits. It shows that a 
pa1r of 3350 actuators can be loaded to a max1mum of 120 swap 
pages/second and a pair of 2305 drums to 144 swap pages per second. The 
response time obtained on the 3350s is worse than on the 2305s however. 
3375s are able to support a higher swap paging load than 2305s. 

The 3 MB data transfer rates on the 3880-11 and 3380 allows almost twice 
the paging load than on 2305 and with better response times. The 3830-11 
provides the best swap set response time among the configurations consid
ered. 
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7.2 SUMMARY OF DEMAND PAGE DEVICE LIMITS 

•low data transfer rates 

•Most important is access t;me 

•Of almost equal importance is capacity. 

•Device of choice is 3880-11. 

•Good performance: 4 3380 actuators 

•Dedicated paging control unit utilization: 35% 

3380 3375 3350 3880-11 2305 
Actuators 4 4 4 (2) 2 
HIT RA TIO . 6 
DS SIZE MB 50 50 50 40 20 
SIO RATE 60-80 60 60 40 
PG RATE 60-80 60 60 60-80 40 
PGS/ACT 15-20 15 15 20 
RESP. TIME 26 41 52 16 11 

Figure 38. FOIL 36--SUMMARY OF DEMAND PAGE DEVICE USE LIMITS 

Figure 38 contains a summary of demand page device use limits. In cal
culating the values in the above table it was assumed that page-outs are 
grouped two consecutive pages per SIO, while each page-in is done one 
page per SIO. Tha average block size is then 1.33 pages per SIO, when 
writes and reads are equal. The effect of swap trim on the local page 
datasets is considered negligible in this calculation. 

The table shows that the 3880-11 is the best demand paging device. It 
providQs the best response times among the paging devices for the same 
paging rate of 60 pages per control unit. 

The table also illustrates the limitations of the 2305 device, which, 
because of its limited storage capacity is unable to carry a heavy demand 
paging load. 

3380 disks can carry the same demand paging load with four actuators per 
path, as a 3880-11, but the response time is considerably higher. 

Recall, that the read response time is better on the 3880-11 than the 
average response time; this fact is not factored into the values in the 
table. 

7.3 ADDITIONAL TUNING CONSIDERATIONS 

A number of tuning points should be observed in configuring a system: 

1. In defining swap page space sizes estimate the swap group size 
required, say the averag~ size is 36 slots. Notice that an average of 
36 means the existence of 35 and 37 (for example), which translates 
into usage of 3 ~nd 4 swap sets respectively. Thus, over-allocate swap 
space size by a f cictor of boJo, in order to avoid overf 101-1i ng. 

2. In defining dem~nd page space sizes estimate the size required. then 
for safety def;ne hrn-three tinns as mucf::l space. This is necessary to 
allow for VIO data sets, momentary overruns, etc. Do not overallocate 
to avo;d possibility of excessive s€eks. 
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3. When installing a 3880-11 as the primary demand paging device, the 
size of the backstore data sets should follow a similar rule, to pro
vide the desired "coverage". In order to obtain good hit ratios and 
demand paging response times it is a wise precaution to gradually 
increase the size of the back store, but not to over-allocate initial
ly. An initial starting point of 3=1-4=1 coverage is sugg~sted, i.e., 
allocation of 24-32 MB on the back store. This size can be increasQd 
subsequently. Initially, overflow paging devices (3350s or 3380s) 
could be retained, and subsequently removed when satisfactory cover
age and paging response time is observed. 

7.4 CONFIGURATION CHECKLIST 

A configuration checklist is given below. These rules should be viewed as 
recommendations only. 

1. In configuring the number of actuators carrying swap paging load, it 
is wise to assure that the number of swap paths (channels, control 
units, heads of strings) used is at least two and if possible, it 
equals the number obtained by dividing the 5wap group size by 12. 

2. Fastest devices should be used for swapping. If possible, only one 
type of swap device should be used. 

3. The utilization of a dedicated swap path Cchann•l, control unit, head 
of string) does not exceed SOX. 

4. The utilization of a dedicated swap device does not exceed SOX. 

S. The utilization of a dedicated demand paging path (channel, control 
unit, head of string) does not exceed 35X. 

6. The utilization of a dedicated demand paging device does not exceed 
35X. 

7. 2305 drums are better used for swapping than demand paging. 

8. In a mixed swap/demand paging environment observe the demand paging 
<utilization) rules. 

9. Overallocate demand and swap space by a factor of two to three. 
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8.0 CONFIGURATION EXAMPLES 

In this section the methodology previously preseQted is used tQ evaluate 
page/swap configuration alt~rnativ~s. 

8.1 SYSTEM AND UORKLOAD DESCRIPTION 

•key for paging config.s ls p~ge rate. 
Size is of concern for 2305 ~nd 3880-11. 

•Assume 3033 UP, 100 TSO users 
-Think time 
-Transaction rate = 100 / 25 
-Logical swap percentage 

= 25 secs = 4 tr/s 
= 17 " 

3033 UP, page and swap separation 
-Swap group size = 36 

3 page faults / trivial transaction 
-Swap data set size = 100 x 36 15 MB 

-Page data set size = 100 x 120 = 50 MB 

-Swap paging rate: 
4 x 36 x 2 x (1-.17) 

-Non-swap paging rate 

= 240 pg/s 

: 60 P$1/S, 

Figure 39. FOIL 38--SYSTEM AND WORKLOAD DESCRIPTION 

Figure 39 contains the des~ription of the system and workload conside~ed. 
In configuring a page/swap subsystem, both paging rate and space sizes 
must be considered for demand paging <lnd swapping. In the example ·pre
sented, 1 og i cal ·swapping 1 i mi ts the total st-Jap load to 24 0 pages per. sec
ond and a d~mand paging rate of 60 pages per second is attained by using 
RC-CPTRT. There are three page faults per trivial transaction. 
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8,2 CONFIGURING FOR SWAPPING 

• Space = 15 MB, paging rate = 240; at least 
2 paths, better: 3+ paths (36/12 = 3) 

• 3350: Capability = 60 pages per second / actuator 
240/60 = 4 actuators required = 2 + paths 
Allocate 15 x 2 / 4 = 8 MB / actuator 

• 2305: Capability = 72 pages per second/ actuator 
240/ 72 = 4 actuators required. = 2 + paths 
Allocate 15 x 2 / 4 = 7.5 MB / actuator 

• 3375: Capability = 90 pages per second/ actuator 
240/90 = 3 actuators required = 2 + paths 
Allocate 15 x 2 / 3 = 10 MB / actuator 

• 3380: Capability= 120 pages per second/ actuator 
240/120 = 2 actuators required = 1 + paths 
Allocate 15 x 2 / 2 = 15 MB / actuator 

• 3880-11 Capabil1ty= 240 pages per ~econd / device 
240/240 = 1 d~vice required, 1 path , 2 actuators 
Allocation required: 15 MB, cache 50~ of space 
1 device sufficient. 
Allocate 15 x 2 / 2 = 15 MB / actuator 

Figure 40. FOIL 39--CONFIGURIHG FOR SWAPPING 

Figure 40 shows the alternatives when configuring for swapping. Using 
the page throughput capb;lities presented earlier in table form, it is 
possible to configure the swap configuration desired. Four 3350 or 2305 
actuators are required for the 5wap load, or three 3375 actuators, or two 
3380 actuators, or one 3880-11 device. No problems are presented from a 
space capacity vi~w point either: The f6ur 2305 actuators yield usable 
spac~ of 40 MB, when only 15 MB is required. Also the coverage obtained on 
the 3880-11 is just below the maximum sore, in order to attain a 95r. hit 
ratio. 

For maximum parallelism, i.e., good swap-in response time, it would be 
desirable to have at least three parallel swap paths. 
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8.3 CONFIGURING FOR DEMAND PAGING 

• Space = 50 MB, paging rate = 60 pages per second 

• 3350-3375: Capability= 15 pages per second/ actuator 
60/15 = 4 actuators required. 1+ paths 
Allocate 50 x 2 / 4 = 25 MB / actuator 

• 2305: Size= 10 MB/actuator 
Allocation required: 50 MB 
50/10 = 5 actuators required + 2 overflow 3350s 

• 3380: Capability= 15-20 pages per second/ actuator 
60/15 = 4 actuators required. 1+ p~th 
Allocate 50 x 2 / 4 = 25 MB / actuator 

• 3880-11: Cache size = 20~ of page space 
Allocation required: 50 MB 
.2 x 50 = 10 MB --> 1+ device. 
With 1 device: slightly lower HR, 

and slightly higher response time 
Capability: 60-80 pages per second/device 
60 / 60 = 1 device. 

Figure 41. FOIL 40--CONFIGURING FOR DEMAND PAGING 

Figure 41 shows the alternatives when configuring for demand paging. The 
method is similar; the previously presented table is used. 60 
pages/second requires four 3350, 3375 or 3380 actuators on a dedicated 
path. It is advisable to over-allocate by a factor of two Cto three) the 
DASD to about 100 - 150 MB. . 

2305s present a space problem. The required 50 MB page space means that at 
least five actuators would be needed with some overflow capabi 1 i ty to 
3350s. The 2305 drums are not very effective in a demand paging envi.ron
ment, each drum would carry a load of only 12 pages/second, less than the 
3350 actuators would, if configured as recommended. 

The 3880-11 presents a slight coverage problem; the 20~ coverage require
ment would allow only 40 MB of page space, instead of 50 MB. Remembering 
that the rules presented are guidelines only, it is possible to satisfy 
the 50 MB page space demands with the 8 MB cache with slightly longer 
response time thun indicated by the guidallne. The response time is 
degraded, because the larger coverage requirement c~n cause a lower hit 
ratio. In terms of paging load, the required 60 pages per second can eas
ily be handled by the 3880-11. The 3880-11 gives the best demand paging 
response time. 
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8.4 "MIXED" CONFIGURATIONS 

Clearly.the separation of paging and swapping is advantageous, and pro
vides good performance, especially on large systems, where granularity 
permits it. This solution is not possible for all installations however. 
The installation may not have large enough p~ging loads, may want to use 
only dedicated channels, (not distributing swap devices). Another reason 
may be that the installation decides to use 3880-lls for paging. Multiple 
3880-lls provide excellent swap performance, and it is possible that there 
is spare capacity on these devices to provide for the demand paging load 
as well. 

Is the methodology presented applicable for mixed environments? The M/D/l 
assumptions imply fixed service times, assume no service time distrib
utions. Mixed configurations depart from these assumptions. Nonetheless, 
the author thinks it is worthwhile applying the modeling methodology to 
assess the potential impact of the mixing strategy. 

In the mixed cases presented below the same workload is assumed, i.e., 
240 swap pages/second and 60 d~mand pages/second and 3 page faults per 
trivial transaction, but it is assumed that th~ installation wishes to 
have dedicated paging channels. There are two choices available, to have 
all local paging devices or separate demand paging and swap devices on the 
same channel. At first, 3380 mixed configurations are examined. 

8.4.1 33Sn PAGING AND SWAPPING DATA SETS ON SANE CHANNEL 

2x2 3380 SWAP & PAGE ACTS C2 PER CHAN.) 
12 ;1; 2 PAGES PER SIOCSWAP;PAGE RD;WR> 

SWAP;PAGE SIOS PER SEC PER CHN =10;15;7.5 
CONTROL UNIT OVERHEAD MS 2.6 
SWAP; PAGE RD; WR; DATA XFER 20; 1.5; 3 
CU.UT.: C10x22.6)+C15x4.ll+C7.5x5.6l= 33Z 
RCBCSl=10.4/77.4=.13;RCBCPl=22.6/89.6=.25 
STCSEEH BY SW) =4.6 ;STCSEEN BY PG) =22.6 

CDCSWl=4.6x.l3/2=0.3;CDCPl=22.6x.25/2=2.8 
SEEK TIME SWAP: 3 MS; PAGE: 6.3MS 
RPS MISS = SWAP: 2.5 MS; PAGE: 5.6MS 
LATENCY TIME SWAP: 8.3 MS; PAGE: 8.3MS 
SERVICE TIME SWAP:36.4 MS; PG R: 24.3MS 
SERVICE TIME ; PG W: 25~8MS 
DEV UT CSWAP): 36.4 x 10 = 36.4X 
DEV Q CSWAP): 36.4x.364/C2x.636) =10.4MS 
DEV UTCPAGE):(15x24.3)+(7.5x25.8l=55.8Y. 
SERVICE TIME CPAGE): 558 / 22.5 =24.SMS 
DEV Q CPAGE): 24.8x.558/(2x.442) =15.7MS 

PAGE READ TIME=24.3 +15.7 +2.8 = 42.8MS 
SWAP SET R.T. =36.4 +10.4 +0.3 = 47.lMS 
SWAP RT=47.lxCl.5+3x.364**C2-lll=122.1MS 
SUBSYSTEM R.T.=122.1+(3 x 42.8) =250.SMS 

Figure 42. 3380 PAGE AND SWAP DEVICES ON 2 CHANNELS 

Figure 42 shows the effect of using four 3380 actuators on two dedicated 
paths, an AA4 box, for paging. It assumes that demand paging occurs as a 
single page read per I/O request, but two consecutive stolen pages are 
written per I/O request. All swapping occurs with 12 pages per I/O 
request. There is a demand paging and a swap device on the sama path, 

3 In the notation "S" stands for a swap device, L for a local paging 
device, and CSL, SL) means two paths with one swap and local paging 
device on each of the paths. 
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i.e., the configuration is of the form: CSL, SL). 3 Channel (control unit) 
busy is calculated by separately summing the swap, pag~ read and page 
write loads. For example, page writes have ah overhead of 2.6 ms plus two 
page transfers C2 x 1.5 ms) for a total of 5.6 ms per request, and there 
are 7.5 such requests per second. In calculating RCB, the swap device 
sees only the paging device and vice versa. In the command delay calcu
lation the same principle is used. Seek distance on a swap device is 
smaller than on the demand paging device. The calculation proceads essen
tially as before. 

The demand paging device presents a granularity problem. It sustains 15 
page reads and 7. 5 x 2 page l'>!ri tes, for a total of. 30 pages/second. Hot 
surprisingly, the device utilization calculated is high, 55.8%, and the 
page read response time is high. The subsystem response time is 250.5 ms~ 
half of it from demand paging. The demand paging response time in this 
configuration is somewhat high, this configuration may present perform
ance pro bl ems. 

The granular;ty problem may be solved by us;ng "all local" paging devices. 
Instead of having demand paging devices with vary high device utilizations 
and swap devices with relatively low utilizations, distribute both kinds 
of paging among all the devices. The next example shows the effects. 

8.4.2 3380 All LOCAL PAGING 

2x2 3380 LOCAL ACTUATORS C2 PER CHAN.) 
12;1;2 PAGES PER SIO CSWAP;PAGE RD; WR> 

SWAP;PAGE SIOS PER SEC PER CHH =10;15;7.5 
CONTROL UNIT OVERHEAD 2.6 MS 
SWAP/PAGE DATA TRANSFER TIME 20;1.5;3 MS 
CU.UT.: C!Ox22.6)+(15x4.1)+(7.5x5.6)= 33% 
AVG CHN SERV. TIME 330 / 32.5 = 10.2 MS 
REL.CHAN UTIL.: RCB = .165/C.67+.165>=20X 

COMMAND DELAY, CD= 10 x .20/2 = 1.0 MS 
SEEK TIME 6.3 MS 
RPS MISS = 16.7 x .20 / Cl-.20): 4.2 MS 
LATENCY TIME = 8.3 MS 
PAGE READ/WRITE TIME 22.9; 24.4 MS 
SWAP SERVICE TIME = 41.4 MS 
DEV.UT=5x41.4 +7.5x22.9 +3.75x24.4= 47X 
DEV S.T. = 470 / C5+7.5+3.75) = 28.9 MS 
DEV QUEUE = 28.9x.47 / C2 x.53>= 12.8 MS 

PAGE READ TIME= 22.9 + 12.8 +1 = 36.7 MS 
SWAP SET R.T. = 41.4 + 12.8 +1 = 55.2 MS 
SWAP RT.= 55.2xC1.5+3x.47 **C2-1))=160.6 
SUBSYSTEM R.T.= 160.6 +(~x36.7>=260.7 MS 

Figure 43. 3380 LOCAL DEV'S ON 2 CHANS, BL=12 

Figure 43 shows the effect of using four 3380 actuators on two dedicated 
paths, an "AA4" box, and all four devices are local paging devices, i.e., 
th~ configuration is of the form: CLL, LL). It assumes that demand paging 
occurs as a single page read per l/O request, but two consecutive stolen 
pages are written per l/O request. All swapping occurs with 12 pages por 
I/O request. The calculations are simple, and they yield a much- better 
page read time and a worse swap set response time, than in the previous 
example. Overall, the paging subsytem respons~ time appears worse, than 
in the previous CSL, SL) case. This is not the whole story however. 

ASM establishes a nominal burst size of 80 ms. This configuration results 
only in a swap burst of about 55 ms. It is probable thereforQ that ASM 
blocks more swap pages in an I/O request. The next example assumes a 
blocking factor of 18 pages per swap l/O request. 
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2x2 3380 LOCAL ACTUATORS C2 PER CHAN.) 
18;1;2 PAGES PER SIO CSWAP;PAGE RD; WR) 

SWAP;PAGE SIOS PER SEC PER CH =6.7;15;7.5 
CONTROL UNIT OVERHEAD 2.6 MS 
SWAP/PAGE DATA TRANSFER TIME 30;1.5;3 MS 
CU.UT.:C6.7x32.6)+(15x4.l)+C7.5x5.6)= 32% 
AVG CHN SERV. TIME 320 / 29.2 = 11 MS 
REL.CHAN UTIL.: RCB = .16/C.68+.16>=19X 

COMMAND DELAY, CD= 9 x .19/2 = 0.9 MS 
SEEK TIME 6.3 MS 
RPS MISS t 16.7 x .19 / Cl-.19)= 3.9 MS 
LATEHCY TIME 8.3 MS 
PAGE READ/WRITE TIME 22.6; 24.1 MS 
SWAP SERVICE TIME 51.1 MS 
DEV.UT=3.4x51.1+7.5x22.6+3.75x24.1= 43.4% 
DEV.ST= 434 / C3.4 +7.5 +3.75>= 29.6 MS 
DEV QUEUE =C29.6)x.434/C2x.566) = 11.3 MS 

PAGE READ TIME= 22.6 + 11.3+.9 = 34.8 MS 
SWAP SET R. T. = 51.1 + 11.3+.9 = 63.3 MS 
SWAP RT.=63.3xC1 +2x.434**C2-1>>=118 MS 
SUBSYSTEM R.T. = 118 + 3 x 34.8=222.4 MS 

Figure 44. 3380 LOCAL DEV.S ON 2 CHANS, BL=18 

Figure 44 shows the effect of using four 3380 actuators on two dedicated 
paths, an AA4 box, and all four devices arn local paging devices, i.e., 
the configuration is of the form: CLL, LL). This example de~onstrates the 
beneficial impact of blocking with contiguous slot allocation. It shows 
that the swap set response time for 18 pages is only marginally higher 
than that for 12 pages in the previ~us case, but device utilization and 
demand paging respons(! times are much lower. Overall, the subsytem 
response tim~ is significantly better, but the demand paging respon~e time 
obtained is still somewhat high (about 35 ms>. This configuration CLL,LL> 
therefore is clearly superior to the other configuration considered 
CSL,SL), s;nce read time is better, even though swap set response time is 
worse. It provides very good overall results, i.e., if the system is not 
very sensitive to demand paging because of the presence of a DS/DC subsys
tem. 

8.4.3 CONFIGURATION WITH 3 CMIXEDJ 3880-llS 

The system could be confi~ured with two 3880-lls. From the configuration 
guidelines we concluded that at lenst one 3880-11 is required for swap
ping and slightly more than on~ 3880-11 could be used for demand paging. 

One 3880-11 swap device provides no parallelism. Swap response time is 3 
times the swap set response ti~e. Furthermore, one swap device and one 
paginn device do not read;ly provide resilience to momentary overloads. If 
the ~cti~e swap or paging spaces increase, the hit ratios go down, and 
response time d~teriorates. The problem is that of granularity. A sol
ution might b~ to use three 3880-lls and use them for both paging a~d 
swapping. This solution provides potentially maximum parallelism Cthree 
way in this instance) definitely improving swap response time. The ques
tion that remains is, what happens to demand paging respon~e time. 

Measurements show that with two (mixed) 3880-lls better performance can be 
attained by defining both swap and local data sets on the back store 3350 
actuators than by the use of only local page datasets. Therefore the 
3880-11 back store devices are configured in the form: CLS>, i.e., one 
local and one swap device per controller. 

Another, and better, alternative is to configure a small swap data set and 
a larger local page data set for each back store actuator. The order of 
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definition should be. a swap data set first followed by local page data 
set, so that seeks are minimized. Measurements indicate that this con
troller configuration 2 x CSL, SL> is more resilient to higher paging 
lo~ds, than the configuration discussed above; and it is expected to be so 
because of granularity reasons. For simplicity tho simpler controll~r 
configuration <LS) is used in the evaluations. Three 3880-lls are used in 
the configuration evaluated. 

2 33505 ON EACH OF 3 3880-lls. 

LET HIT RATIO COVERALL>= .83 
LET "RAW" HRCPAGE)=0.7; HRCSWAP)=0.96 
SWAP/PAGE RD/WR SIO RATES= 20 / 30 / 15 
SWAP/DEMAND PAGING RATES = 80/20 :4:1 
Thus: CC4 X .96Y> + Cl X .7Y)) / 5 = .83 

4.54Y/5 = .83---> Y=.91 
HRCSW) = .91 x .96 = .87, MCSW>=.13 
HRCPG) = .91 x .7 = .64, MCPG>=.36 
DR = M/2 + M/CM+l) 
DR READ CPAGE> = .36 / 2 
DR WRITECPAGE> = .36 / 1.36 
DR CPAGE) : .18 + .26 
DR READCSWAP> = C.13/2) 
DR WRITECSWAP> = C.13/1.13) 
DR CSWAP> = .07 + .12 

=.18 
=.26 
=.44 
=.07 
=.12 
=.19 

DEMAND PG:l PG RD OR 2 PG WR/ SIO 
SWAP PAGING: 12 PAGES / SIO 

PGS TO 3350s:(20x.44)+(80x.19>= 24 PGS/S 

3350 PG RD SIOS PER SEC: 20 x .18 = 3.6 
3350 PG WR SIOS PER SEC: 20 x .26 /2= 2.6 
3350 SWAP SIOS PER SEC: 80 x .19/12= 1.27 
3350 PG RD;WR;SW XFER TIME 4.6;8.2;51 MS 

CACHE/CHN BSY: 100 x 2 = 200 MS =20 X 
CACHE-3350 PG: C3.6x4.6)+C2.6x8.2) = 3.8X 
CACHE-3350 SW: 1.27x 51 = 6.5~ 
CACHE-TOTAL =30.4X 

AVERAGE SERVICE TINE = 
304 / (10 + (5 x 1~26 ) + (6.7 x 1.12)) 
= 304 / 23.8 = 12.8 MS 

QUEUE TIME, Q = COST x DU> / C2XC1-DU>> 
= 12.8 x .304 /C2x Cl - .304)): 2.8 MS 

Figure 45. THE USE OF 3880-11 IN MIXED MODE Cl) 
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RCBC3350 PAGE> =C.201+.065)/(1-.038)= 28% 
RCBC3350 SWAP> =C.201+.038)/(1-.065)= 26% 

OVERHEAD TIME C3350) 
SEEK TIME C3350 PAGE> 
SEEK TIME C3350 SWAP> 
RPS MISSCS>=16.7 x .26 / Cl-.26>= 
RPS MISSCP>=16.7 x .28 / Cl-.28>= 
LATENCY TIME = 

1 MS 
10 MS 
10 MS 
5. 9~15 
6.5MS 
a. 3r1s 

3350 PG RD ST = 1+10+ 6.5+8.3+!.6= 29.4MS 
3350 PG WR ST = 1+10+ 6.5+8.3+1.2= 33 MS 
DEV UT (3350 PG>=C3.6x29.4>+C2.6x33>=19.2% 
3350 PG ST = 192 / C3.6 +2.6) = 31 MS 
3350 PG Q= 31 x .192 / C2 x .808>= 3.7MS 
3350 PAGE READ R.T. = 29.4 + 3.7= 33.lMS 

3350 SWAP ST = 1+10+ 5.9+8.3+50 = 75.2MS 
DEV UT C3350 SWAP>= 1.3 x 75.2 = 9.8~ 
3350 SWAP Q=75.2 x.098/(2 x .902)= 4.lMS 
3350 SWAP SET R.T. = 75.2 + 4.1 = 79.3MS 

3880-11 PAGE RT.= 2+C.36x41.2>+ 2.8 =19.6 
3880-11 SWAP RT.=24+C.13x79.3)+ 2.8 =37.1 
SWAP RT.= 37.lxCl +3xC.304**(3-1>>=47.4MS 
TOTAL PAGING SUBSYSTEM READ RESPONSE TIME= 
SWAP RESPONSE TIME+ C3 x PAGE RESP.TIME> 

= 47.4 + (19.6 x 3) = 106.2 MS 

Figure 46. THE USE OF 3880-11 IN MIXED MODE C2> 

Figure 45 on page 48 and Figure 46 contain the evaluation of configura
tion of 3 3880-lls in mixed mode. In the calculations the first question 
to be answered is the hit ratio. Two mixed 3880-lls have been measured 
with 75% hit ratio. Also the demand paging hit ratio of a single 3880-11 
was 6 0%, and that of h..io 3880-11 s about 80%. The hit ratio i.Ji th 2 swap pag
ing 3880-lls was established at 98%. When swap paging and demand paging 
are mixed, therefore the hit ratio must be between 60 and 98% and is larg
er than 7 5%, C si nee three 3880-11 s are used). 

Assume that we have 1.5 (!) 3880-11 c~che ded1cated to demand paging. A 
raw hit.ratio of about 70% may be obtained. Similarly a raw swap hit ratio 
of 96% can be assumed for another 1.5 3880-11. When the 1.5 demand paging 
and 1.5 swap paging cache is combined into 3 3380-lls for both swapping 
and demand paging, the overall hit ratio for 3 3880-lls may be assumed to 
be 83%. 

The next question is that, given 83~ overall hit ratio, what would be the 
separate d~mand paging and swnp paging hit ratios. The not unreasonable 
assumption was made that the ratio of nominal Craw> hit ratios remains the 
same, and the overall hit ratio is obtained by weighting the individual 
hit ratios with the respective paging rates. With these ilssumpti ons a 
demand paging hit ratio of 64% and a swap paging hit ratio of 87% were cal
culated. 

An overall cache (control unit) utilization of about 30% is calculated. 
The queue wait on the cache is about 3 ms. The response time for the 3350 
back store devices is calculated, yielding about 33 ms for demand page 
read (miss) and about 80 ms for swap set read (miss). The 3880-11 demand 
page read response time is about 20 ms, while the swap set read response 
time is about 37 ms. The overall paging subsystem response time at 106 ms 
is very low indeed, and the demand page read response time of 20 ms is also 
very low. This configuration provides excellent all-round results. 
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2 33505 OH A MIXED 3880-11. 

HIT RATIO COVERALL>= .83 
SWAP PAGING RATE 
DEMAND PAGING RATES 
HRCPAGE> = 0.64; HRCSWAP) 
SWAP SIO RATE 
PAGE READ SIO RATE 
PAGE WRITE SIO RATE 

= 80 pgs/sec 
= 20 pgs/sec 
= 0.87 = 6.7 SIO/sec 
=10 SIO/sec 
= 5 SIO/sec 

CACHE/CHH BSY:ClOO x 2) 
CACHE-3350 : 100 x .17 x 4.6 
CACHE-TOTAL 

= 20 x 
: 7'. 2X 
= 27.2X 

AVERAGE SERVICE TIME = 
272 / (10 + 5 + 6.7 ) = 12.8 MS 

QUEUE TIME, Q = CDST x DU> / C2XC1-DU>> 
= 12.8 x .272 /C2x Cl - .272>> = 2.4 Ms 

3880-11 PAGE READ RESPONSE TIME 
= 2 + (.36 x 35) + 2.4 

3880-11 SWAP SET READ RESPONSE TIME 

= 17 MS 

= C12 x 2) + C.13 x 84) + 2.4 = 37.3 MS 

Figure 47. FOIL 41--MIXED 3880-11 CAPPROXIMATE METHOD) 

The mixed 3880-11 calculations first presented are very cumbersome. A 
simple approximation to the detailed methodology is provided in 
Figure 47. An overall hit ratio of .83 is asscmed. The demand paging and 
swap hit ratios of 0.64 and 0.87 can be calculated as before, or assumed. 
Cache utilization can be calculated by using the overall miss ratio and 
assuming 4.6 ms cache busy time C3.6 ms data transfer and 1 ms protocol 
time) per missed p~ge. Average service time and hence the queue wait is 
calculated, by dividing cache busy with the overall SIO rate. For the 
response time calculations 3350 demand page read response time of 35 ms 
and a suap set response ti me of 84 ms are used. 

The detailed results show that mixing the st-Jap and demand paging load on 
the three 3880-lls is a good solution. It provides good parallelism, and 
the demand paging response time does not become high, because the cache 
utilization i~ kept low enough (30%), so that 3350 RPS misses due to cache 
busy time are kept low. The availability of three separate paths and cache 
storage also provides excellent resilience to momentary overloads. 

More concretely, the swap response time obtained is better than in any 
other configuration considered. The d~mand paging response time is 
slightly worse than the dedicated 3880-11 demand paging case, but still 
better than obt~inable from other de~ices. The overall paging subsystem 
response time, i.e.; swap response time plus three demand paging read 
response times, is excellent. 

Recall that the read hit ratio in fact may be higher than the write hit 
ratio, and that trivial TSO transactions L.Jould tend to see read hits 
instead of read misses. Thus, the trivial TSO demand page read response 
times should be better than the average read response times calculated. 

8.4.4 CONFIGURATIONS WITH MIXED 3350S 

It is worth briefly discussing a mixed 3350 environment. In this case four 
swap actuators would be required on two Cor more) paths and also four 
demand paging actuators on a separate path to support the system. It is 
possible to distribute the 3350 swap actuators to four Cnondedi cated) 
paths to obtain maxi mum parallelism. This solution provides the best 
response time. If the installation wished to isolate paging and swapping 
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from other act;vity, then it needs at least three paths. It is better to 
spread the four swap actuators to three separate paths (granularity prob
lem} and the four demand paging actuators to the same three paging paths, 
than to concentrate the~ on their separate swap and demand paging paths. 
The following configuration is feasible: CSLLL,SS,SL); i.e., place three 
local pagQ data sets on the same path as a sw~p ~evice, keep one dedicated 
swap path, and place a swap and a local page data set on the third pnth~ 
This configuration would result in unbalanced paths, since path CSLLU 
could be used much more than path CSL>. If long strings are available, 
the following configurations would work much better: CSSLL,SSLL,SSLL) or 
CSLLL,SLLL,SLLL). 

On the other hand, once the decision is Made for dedicated paging paths, 
the following configuration could also work: CLLLL, LL, LL>. The follow
ing configuration would have difficulties: (LL, LL, LL>, since there are 
not enough actuators. Measurements indicate, that in these cases the all 
local configurations tend to work better with higher loads, than the mixed 
( puge/s!..iap) configurations, if the number of actuators is 1 i mi tP.d. 

CONFIGURATION BURST PAGE SWAP OVERALL PAGE 
NO TYPE SIZE RESPONSE Til'1E DEV UT 

PGS MS 

1 3xCLLLL> 8 62 226 412 

2 3xCLLLU 10 62 194 380 

3 3xCSSLL> 68 154 358 

4 3xCSLLL> 61 180 363 

LOAD: 80 SWAP PAGES PER CHANNEL. 
20 DEMAND PAGES PER CHANNEL. 

3 DEMAND PAGES PER TRANSACTION. 
SWAP GROUP SIZE = 36. 
3 PARALLEL PATHS. 

% 

35 

35 

37 

24 

Figure 48. MODELLED MIXED 3350 CONFIGURATIONS 

Figure 48 shows the results of modeling a variety of mixed 3350 config
urations. With three paths and a swap group of 36 pages the burst size 
cannot be kept to 80 ms if the number of pages exceeds eight. The table 
shows the tradeoffs .. There is very little to choose between the three con
figurations (2, 3, and 4). If ASM does not succeed in blocking at ten pag
es per SIO, CConf. 2) only at eight pages per SIO, CConf. 1) thQn the all 
local configuration CConf. 1) yields definitely poorer perform~nce than 
the ones with swap dnta s2ts. Configuration 4 appears to provide the most 
resilience to demand paging overloads, and would appear to be the config
uration of choice to the point where swap devices are overloaded. 

The overall response time is calculated as the sum of the swap response 
time and Cthree times the page-in response time). 
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8.5 TSO RESPONSE TIME ANALYSIS 

Trivial Response time objective: 500 ms 
Trivial TSO transaction components. 
-CPU cost: about 250k inst~uctions. 
-I/O cost: 2 I/Os per transaction. 
-Swap-in time 
-3 page faults per tr. CStor. isol.) 
CPU service time = .25 / 5 = .05 sec 
CPU utilization due to TSO trivial 
4 tr/sec x .05 sec/tr = .2 = 20X 
Assume !OX higher pty tasks CPU 

Then: 
CPU response time 

.05 / ((1-.2) ) = 60 ms, about 70 ms 

I/O response time: 50 ms per I/O 
Total l/O response time: 2 x 50 = 100 ms 

Paging response time: ? 
Swap ·response time: ? 

Figure 49. FOIL 42--TSO RESPONSE TIME ANALYSIS 

Figure 49 shows an analysis of (trivial) TSO response times. In the sys
tem discussed, the installation is aiming at a trivial response time of 
500 ms, or better. It detarmines that each trivial TSO transaction con
sumes 50 ms in CPU time, which, together with waiting for the CPU, costs 
about 70 ms in response time. Also 2 I/O operations per trans~ction are 
required on aver~ge, resulting in an I/O response time of about 100 ms. 
The sum of CPU and l/O response times is 170 Ms, leaving 330 ms for paging 
and swapping. Assume that there are three demand page faults per trivial 
transaction. 
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8.6 COMPARISON OF SUBSYSTEMS 

RESPONSE TIME 
DEVICE ACTS PATHS SWAP PER OVERALL 

PAGE 

1. S3380 2 1 174 
P3380 4 1 26 392 

2.l3380 4 2 118 35 373 

3. 53880-11 2 1 135 
P3880-11 2 1 16 330 

4.S33SOCdist>3 3 62 
P3380 4 1 26 299 

5.S3380Cdist>3 3 62 
P3880-ll 2 1 16 *269* 

6 .M3880-11 6 3 47 20 *269* 

7.S3350 4 2 390 
P3350 4 1 52 650 

Figure 50. FOIL 43--COMPARISON OF SUBSYSTEMS 

Figure 50 contains seven alternative configurati~ns and the trivial TSO 
transaction response calculated for them. 

The first configuration uses two 3380 actuators 0 n a dedicated swap chan
nel (not advocated>~ and four 3380 dem~nd page actuators on another dedi
cated demand paging channel. The swap response time obtained is 3 x 58 = 
174 ms for a physical swap; taking logical swap into account, it is 0.83 x 
174 = 144 ms, while the d9mand page read response time is 26 ms. The over
all <transaction) response time is C170 + 144 + 3 x 26> = 392 ms. 

The configuration can be improved by introducing two 3380 local paging 
paths with four actuators. This Cas shown in detailed calculations> pro
vides a modicum of parallelism. 

Further improvement is achieved if the paging configuration used is two 
3880-lls, one used for swapping and the other one for demand paging. The 
response t;me is 330 ms. The use of 3880-lls improves the response times. 
There is no parallel; sm however for swapping, and st-tap response ti me 
represents a significant portion of the overall response time. 

The effects of parallelism are demonstrated when with three distributed 
3380 swap actuators the SL-Jap response time is cut to 62 ms, "'hi ch cuts the 
overall response time to 299 ms, even though only 3380 demand paging is 
used. In this configurat;on the problem is the demand paging response 
time, whi~h is relatively high. 

The next improvement is to use a 3880-11 for demand paging, but retaining 
the 3380 ~wap actuators. This results in a further improvement and a 
response timo of 269 ms. This solution cle~rly demonstrates the advantage 
of using 3880-lls in the demand paging environment. This configuration 
should be an excellent choice. , 

Another alternative is to use three 3880-lls in mixed mode, i.e., one swap 
and one page data set defined as back store devices for one control unit. 
Maximum parallelism is achieved for swapping, yielding excellent swap 
response time, with a slight degradation in demand paging response time 
compared to the 3880-11 being dedicated to d~mand paging. The overall 
response time is excellent. The actual response time should ba better 
since the trivial TSO transactions see mostly read hits, not read misses. 
Observe, that the three 3880-lls provide for all the swap and demand pag-
ing in this configuration. -
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As a last alternative, an all 3350 solution is also evaluated. This sol
ution is adequate from the viewpoint of throughput, but does not provide 
the required trivial response time. 
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9.0 INTERPRETATION OF "EASUREMENTS 

It is sometimes difficult to interpret measurement numbers obtained from 
RMF. It is even more difficult to compare the values used in a configura
tion design with the values measured. This section attempts to address the 
problem of interpreting the measurements to some small degree. 

9.1 SUAP MEASUREHENT' 

•RMF reports swap set service time 
in swap data set report, 
this does not include all queueing. 
ASM queueing included in RCVSWPTM. 

•swap sets do not arrive exponentially 
but lumped. Consider 4 swap sets. 

I I I I I !ORB I I r I I 
IST IST I Q 1--+----+--+DEV+---+cu I 
I I I I I IORBI I I I I 

I I I I I IORBI I I I I 

IST IST I Q 1--+----+--+DEV+---+CU I 
I I I I IORB I I I I I 

RT = CCQ+ST> + CQ+2xST)) / 2 = Q + ST x 1.5 

Figure 51. FOIL 44--SWAP MEASUREMENTS Cl) 

Figure 51 discusses the interpretation of swap measurements by RMF. RMF 
reports swap service time in the swap data set report. This includes some 
queueing, because there are two CMVS/SP 1.3.0) or three CMVS/SP 1.3.1) 
IORBs per data set, i.e., that mDnY requests can be started by ASM to a 
given data set. Any further requests are queued in. ASM itself. Thus, 
RCVSWPTM is a better me~sure of st·JaP set response ti me than the one 
reported in the swap dqta set report. 

It is very easy to assume exponential arrival of swap sets for modeling 
purposes. It is known however, that all the swap sets belonging to a swap 
group tend to arrive to the swap data sets almost simultaneo~sly. Thus, 
the situation illustrated on the foil occurs. In this case four swap sets 
exist in the swap group which are distributed evenly to the two devices, 
almost instantaneously. If there are not enough IORBs, i.e., actuators, 
then it is possible that multiple requests queue on one !ORB, causing an 
elongation of the swap set response tirne. In any case, the requests spend 
time waiting (Q), then are serviced with a service time CST), one after 
another. The response time for the first swap set is (Q + ST), for the 
second, CQ +(2 x ST)). The average therefore is CQ +CST x 1.5)) instead of 
((Q / 2) + ST). Any attempt to compare measured swap set response time 
with modeled numbers requires a calculation similar to the one shown above 
taking the number of swap sets in the swap group into account. 
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•RMF does not (directly) report 
swap response time. 

•RCVSWPTM usually > swap set response 
time. 
(Reported swap data set service time) 

•IF RCVSWPTM >> swap set response 
time, then serious queueing in ASM. 

Figure 52. FOIL 45--SWAP MEASUREMENT (2) 

Figure 52 continues the discussion of swap measurements by RMF. It is 
possible to evaluate swap response times from the RMF workload report as 
shown in Reference 1. The swap delay for trivial TSO is obtain~d by 

Absorption Rate-Service Rate 
---------------------------- x Response Time =Swap Delay 

Absorption Rate 

In order to obtain physical swap-in time, the additional calculation shown 
below must be performed, to adjust for logically swapped transactions. 

Swap-in time = swap delay / Cl - (logical swap ratio) 

Logical swap ratio = logical swap-out ratio 
x logical swap-in ratio 

Note that whenever RCVSWPTM is much higher than swap set response time, 
(which is reported in the swap data set r~port as service time) the swap 
set configuration should be adjusted. 

9.2 PAGING MEASUREMENTS 

•Local page data sets have 
- page faults Cl per "SIO") 
- page writes Cl.7+ per "SIO") 
- page trims Cl-10 per "SIO") 

•Local page data sets have 
I/O request counts, but 
What is blocking factor??? 
Must calculate it by assumptions. 

• Page read response time not 
reported, only page transfer time. 

Reud response is probably worse 
than page transfer time. 

Figure 53. FOIL 46--PAGING MEASUREMENT 

Figure 53 discusses the interpretation of paging measurements by RMF. 
Local paging devices service a mixture of requests; page faults of one 
page per I/O request, page writes of two pages per I/O request, swap trims 
and possibly swaps of almost any size up to the burst. Whenever measure
ment results are analyzed, this mixture must be kept in mind. 

The page data set report contains I/O request counts for each data set, 
but appended requests do not show up as separate l/O requests. The average 
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block;ng factor for local page data sets cannot readily be calculated from 
RMF, except by making assumpt;ons of the kind g;ven in this paper. 

There is a measured number, the average page transfer time, which is mean
;ngful. This page transfer time combines all lhe various paging requests 
arriving at the device. Thus, on DASD, the demand page read response time, 
which is the important value, must be assumed to be worse than the page 
transfer time. The reason for this is that a single page request encount
ers essentially the same overhead, (control unit overhead, seek, RPS miss, 
latency) as a multi-page request, but the average page transfer time is 
significantly improved by multi page requests, e.g. swapping. 

For the 3880-11, page transfer times is an average of read hits, read 
misses and write hits. Since reads are a mixture of read hits and read 
misses only, the read h;t time will also be. sl;ghtly worse, than the page 
transfer time. On the other hand, trivial TSO sees mostly read hits, so it 
sees better than average page read transfer times. 

Measured page transfer time numb~rs give a general indication of the rel
ative goodness of the configuration, but not necessarily absolute demand 
page-in times. 
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10.0 DESIGN GRAPHS 

The results of the modeling methodology have been plotted on six attached 
design graphs; these can be used to configure a system without the need 
for the elaborate calculations demonstrated. 

1. Swap set response time on two actuators each of 3350, 3375, 2305 and 
3380 on a dedicated path using 12 pages per SIO ~nd M/O/l formulation. 

2. Swap set response time on two actuators of 3380 on a dedicated path, 
and swap set response time on a 3880-11 with hit ratios of .9 and .95 
on a dedicated path using 12 pages per SIO and M/D/l formulation. 

3. Swap response times on four actuators of 3380 and 2305s on two dedi
cated paths, and swap set response time on two 3880-lls with hit 
ratios of .9 and .95 on two dedicated paths using 12 pages per SIO and 
M/D/l formulation, with a swap group size of 36. 

4. Swap response times on six actuators of 3380 and 2305s on three dedi
cated paths, and swap response time on 3 3880-lls with hit ratio~ of 
.9 and .95 on three dedicated paths using 12 pages per SIO and M/D/l 
formulation, with a swap group size of 36. 

5. Demand paging response time on four actuators each of 3350, 3375 and 
3380 and 2 actuators of 2305 on a dedicated path using 1.33 pages per 
SIO and MID/! formulation. Single page reads and double page writes 
yield an average of 1.33 pages per 510, if the number of reads and 
writes is equal. 

6. Demand paging response time on four actuators of 3380 on a dedicated 
path and a 3880-11 with hit ratios of 0.6 and 0.8 on a dedicated path 
using 1.33 pages per SIO and M/D/l formulation. CThe combination of 
single demand page read and two page writes for equal number of pages 
read and written yields an average of 1. 33 pages per SIO. It is 
assumed that swnp trim is negligible). The response time plotted is 
that of the read responses, but read hit ratio is assumed to be the 
same as the overall hit ratio. 

10.l USING THE DESIGN GRAPHS 

As an example of using the design graphs, the previous example is rede
signed. A system is to be configured with a swap paging rate of 240 
pages/second and a demand paging rate of 60 pages/second. Total page 
space requirenents aTe 50 MB for demand paging and 15 MB for swap paging. 
Each trivial TSO transaction encounters three page faults. 

Graph 2 yields swap set response times of 

1. 60 ms for two 3380 swap actuators. 

2. 46 ms for a 3880-11 with a hit ratio of 0.95, coverage is C8 MB/ 15 MB 
= 53%), so the 95% hit ratio is achievable.) 

3. 60 ms for a 3880-11 with a hit ratio of 0.9. 

Since the swap group size was assumed to be 36 slots, a physical swap 
response time of three times the abova value is obtained, i.e., 180, 138 
and 180 ms respectively. 

From graph 6 demand paging response times can be obtained. 

1. 26 ms for four 3380 demand paging actuators. 

2. 16 ms for a 3880-11 with a hit ratio of 0.6, coverage is C8 MB/ 50 MB 
= 16%), so the 60% hit ratio should be close.) 

3. 8 ms for a 3880-11 with a hit ratio of 0.8. This hit ratio is almost 
achievable with two 3880-lls, i.e., with a coverage of C16MB / 50 MB= 
32%). 
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If it is desired to improve swap response times, it is possible to dedi
cate two control units to swapping. Graph 2 provides swap response times 
directly. 

1~ 155 ms for four 2305 swap actuators on two paths. 

2. 93 ms for four 3380 swap actuators on two paths. 

3. 75 ms for two 3880-lls with a hit ratio of 0.95, coverage is C16 MB/ 
15 MB = 100%), so the 95Y. hit ratio is underestimating actual perform
ance. 
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11.0 SUMMARY OF METHODOLOGY 

•Determine swap and demand paging rates 

-construct paging configurations 
using device limit tables 

-for response time calculations use 
design graphs (for dedicated channels) 

-for mixed configurations use detailed 
modeling calculations 

Figure 54. FOIL 47--SUMMARY OF METHODOLOGY 

Figure 54 contains a summary of the modeling methodology. 

Configuration methodology was presented consisting of three separate 
alternatives. In all cases the first step is to determine the paging load 
desired. 

1. The swap and demand page device limit tables can be used to determine 
the number of actuators required, if demand and swap paging are sepa
rated to distinct devices. 

2. If the response times are also desired, then the design graphs can be 
used to evaluate swap set and demand paging response times for any 
dedicated paging/swapping channel (control unit). The design graphs 
can be used directly for swap response time evaluation in dedicated 
swap channel configurations. 

If an estimate of overall TSO response time is also desired, then CPU 
and I/O response times have to be determined, e.g., from RMF, also 
the number of pagefaults per transaction has to be estimated, e.g. 
from SMF or RMF. 

3. For the evaluation of mixed configuration it is best to use the full 
modeling methodology. 
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12.0 CONCLUSIONS 

•For best performance 

-use multiple 3380 or 3880-11 swap paths 

-use 3880-11 demand paging. 

•It is possible t~ determine 

page/swap configurations 

by simple calculations. 

Figure 55. FOIL 48--CONCLUSIONS 

Figure 5!> contains the conclusions of this paper. In conclusion the 
3880-11 provides the best demand paging response times. 

For the best swap reponse, multiple swap paths are required. Thus, multi
ple 3380 actllators distributed on non-dedicated paths could be used. 
Alternatively, multiple 3880-lls can be used. 

The paper demonstrated that simple calculations can be used for the siz
ing of adequate paging configurations. 
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PAGE - SWAP CONFIGURATIONS. 

-> PERFORMANCE DATA APPLY TO SPECIFIC<-
-> CONFIGURATIONS AND WORKLOADS. <-
-> THIS PRESENTATION CONTAINS <-
-> MOSTLY MODELING DATA <-

-> CARE SHOULD BE EXERCISED WHEN <-
->EXTRAPOLATING TO OTHER ENVIRONMENTS<-

PRESENTATION OF THE DATA DOES NOT 
CONSTITUTE A WARRANTY THAT ANY OTHER 
INSTALLATION WILL OBTAIN COMPARABLE 

OR BETTER PERFORMANCE. 
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PAGE-SWAP CONFIGURATIONS FOIL 2 

OBJECTIVES • 
.... -----------
•PROVIDE SIMPLE FORMULAE FOR· EVALUATION 

OF PAGING/SWAPPING CONFIGURATIONS. 
APPLICABLE TO MVS CAND VM> 

•USE FORMULAE TO OBTAIN 
DEVICE CAPABILITIES. 
-THROUGHPUT : PAGES/SEC 
-RESPONSE TIME CPER l/O REQUEST> 

•PROVIDE EVALUATION METHODOLOGY 
SATISFYING PAGING RATE & SPACE DEMANDS 

•ILLUSTRATE METHODOLOGY BY EXAMPLES. 

•DEVELOP EASY-TO-USE DESIGN GRAPHS. 

•PROVIDE TUNING HINTS. 

i~~ 
=~=-= 
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PAGE-SWAP CONFIGURATIONS FOIL 3 

OVERVIEW. 

~ 

->PAGIHG CONFIGURATION POSSIBILITIES. 

- DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS. 

- PAGING SPACE SIZE AND RATE 
CALCULATIONS. 

- CONCEPTS OF I/O ACTIVITY AND FORMULAE 

- EXAMPLES. 

- SWAP AND PAGE DEVICE LIMITS. 

- CONFIGURATION EXAMPLES. 
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PAGING TYPES. CMVS> ______________ ..., _____ _ 

PAGING 
TYPE 

PAGE-IN 
CFAULT> 

PAGE-OUT 
CSTEAL> 

VIO 

SWAP TRIM 

SWAP IN/OUT 

SWAP IN/OUT 

PLPA 

COMMON 

PAGES/ 
IO REQ. 

1 

1- 2 •••. 2 

1-10 .•• 4 

1- 8 .•.. 5 

1-12 .. 12 

1-? ... ? 

1 .. 1 

1- 2 .. 1 

FOIL 4 

PAGE DATASET 
TYPE 

LOCAL 

LOCAL 

LOCAL 

LOCAL 

SWAP 

LOCAL 

PLPA 

COMMON 

KEY DECISION: WHETHER TO SEPARATE 
"DEMAND" PAGING FROM "SWAPPING" 
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PAGING CATEGORIES. 

--------------------
1. SWAPPING 
-36+ PAGES TRANSFERRED IN/OUT AT ONCE. 

-GOOD SWAP-IN RESPONSE TIME IF 3+ I/O 
REQUESTS ON SEPARATE, PARALLEL PATHS. 
IMPORTANT: FAST DATA TRANSFER RATE. 
3880-11. 3380 

-SWAP SPACE SIZE REQUIREMENTS: LOW 
---> HIGH ACCESS DENSITY. 

- .... - - - -- - - - - -- - - - ... - - -- - ... -- - - .... - - - - - - - - .... - - - - - -

2. DEMAND PAGING. 
-RESOLUTION OF SINGLE PAGE FAULT. 

-BEST PAGE-IN RESPONSE TIME 
FROM DEVICE WITH FAST ACCESS TIME. 
3880-11 

-SPACE SIZE REQUIREMENTS: HIGH 
---> VERY LOW ACCESS DENSITY. 
CCOMPARED TO SWAP SPACE> 
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SYSTEM ORIENTATION. 

-------------------
•TSO RESPONSE TIME. ---> PRODUCTIVITY 

-TSO FAVORED OVER BATCH. 
-TRIVIAL TSO FAVORED OVER NONTRIVIAL 
-FIRST: INCREASE MAIN STORAGE TO THE 

LIMIT. IT IS THE BEST PAGING DEVICE 
-NEXT: IMPROVE PAGING SUBSYSTEM 

BETTER SWAP AND DEMAND PAGING 

ACTIONS: 
-> MAXIMUM PARALLELISM FOR SWAP. 
-> SEPARATE SWAP FROM DEMAND PAGING. 
-> FASTER SWAP AND DEMAND PAGING DEV'S. 

->>>CHANNEL CAPACITY PERMITTING:<<<
ENHANCE SWAP = REDUCE DEMAND PAGING 

-> STORAGE ISOLATION FOR MORE SWAP 
-> REDUCE LOGICAL SWAP BY REDUCING 

SYSTEM THINK TIME CLSCTMTE> 

•BATCH THROUGHPUT. 
->USE SRM CONTROL TO FAVOR BATCH. 

CE.G. DISPATCHING PRIORITY> 
->THE RULES ABOVE SHOULD BE FOLLOWED. 
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SEPARATE SWAP DATASETS. 
------------------------
ADVANTAGES: 

-SWAP I/O SEPARATED FROM DEMAND PAGING. 
-LOW SEEKS <-- SMALL CSWAP> DATASETS. 
-HIGHER SWAP CHANNEL UTIL. POSSIBLE 

DISADVANTAGE: 
-<MEDIUM SYSTEMS: LOSS OF GRANULARITY 

CMAY BE MORE ACTUATORS REQUIRED.> 
-SLIGHTLY MORE TUNING EFFORT REQUIRED. 

RECOMMEND: 
-USE ON COMBINED DB/DC-TSO SYSTEMS, 

SO CTSO> SWAPPING DOES NOT INTERFERE 
WITH CDB/DC> DEMAND PAGING. 

-USE ON LARGE C>=3033UP> SYSTEMS WITH 
MANY C>SO> TSO USERS, ESPECIALLY 
WITH DIFFERENT PAGING DEVICE TYPES. 

COROLLARY: 
-SEPARATE DEMAND PAGE DATASETS 
-GOOD DEMAND PAGE RESPONSE TIME. 
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ALL "LOCAL" PAGE DATASETS. CMVS> ________ .... __ ... ___________________________ _ 

ADVANTAGE: 
-BETTER GRANULARITY, 

POTENTIALLY FEWER ACTUATORS. 
-LESS TUNING EFFORT REQUIRED. 

DISADVANTAGE: 
-PAGING QUEUED BEHIND SWAPPING. 

RECOMMEND: 
-USE ON <LARGE DEDICATED TSO SYSTEMS. 
-USE ON NON-TSO SYSTEMS. 
- W H E N T H E N U M-B E R 0 F P A G I N G A C T U A T 0 R S 

IS LESS THAN 6-8. 
-SINGLE PAGING DEVICE TYPE USED. 
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DETERMINING PAGING CONFIGURATION MIX. 
___ ...__ .... .._ __________ ------·-- --- ---------- -

HEAVY TSO OR BATCH SWAPPING. 
I 
+-------> NO - NO SWAP DATASETS 
I 
YES 
I 
DB/DC --> YES - CONSIDER SWAP DS'S. 

NO 
I 

ONLY ONE PAGING DEVICE TYPE CE.G. 3350) 
I 

+-------> NO - CONSIDER SWAP DS'S. 
I 

YES 
I 
PAGING DEVICE TYPE IS 3880-11 
I 

+-------> YES - CONSIDER SWAP DS'S. 
I 

+-------> NO - CONSIDER ALL LOCALS. 
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PAGE DATASET REQUIREMENTS. 

•SWAP COR "ALL LOCAL" PAGE DATASETS> 
IN A HEAVY SWAP ENVIRONMENT. 
-CHARACTERIZED BY HIGH PAGING RATES. 

-> DEVICES WITH HIGH DATA XFER RATES 
(3880-11, 3380, 3375, 2305, 3350) 
MAXIMUM PARALLELISM: 
CSWAP GROUP SIZE / 12 = I OF PATHS.> 
AT LEAST 3 ACTUATORS, DISTRIBUTED ON 
AT LEAST 3 CNON-DEDICATED> PATHS. 
OR AT LEAST 2 DEDICATED PATHS. 
ASYMMETRIC CONNECTION OF STRINGS. 

•DEMAND PAGING DATASETS. 
MVS: LOW LOAD CBECAUSE OF SWAP DS'S> 
LOW ACCESS TIME IS DESIRABLE. 
RECOMMEND: 3880-11, 3380, 3375, 3350 
USE 3880-11 IF AVAIL., DASD OTHERWISE 
NOT 2305'S CLOW ACCESS DENSITY> 

UNLESS ENOUGH CCAPACITY> AVAILABLE. 
VM: HIGH LOAD CNO SWAP DATASETS> 

USE DEVICES WITH LOW ACCESS TIMES 
RECOMMEND: 3880-11, 2305, 3380. 
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DEDICATING PAGING DEVICES. 

-------------------------------
DEDICATED DEVICES. CRECOMMENDED> 

ADVANTAGES: 
-IMPROVED SEEKING. 

CNO SEEKING ON 3880-11 FOR HITS>. 
-LESS INTERFERENCE WITH NON-PAGE I/O. 
-BETTER RESPONSE TIMES. 

DISADVANTAGE: 
-ONLY SMALL FRACTION OF DEVICE USED. 

TRADEOFF: 

I~M 

-SPACE ON DEDICATED DEVICE IS 
"WASTED", BUT PERFORMANCE GAINED. 

-SPACE CAN BE USED FOR DATA "SELDOM" 
USED DURING INTERACTIVE PERIODS 
E.G. HSM ARCHIVES, 

SYSGEN LIBRARIE·S, 
NIGHT BATCH DATABASES. 
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DEDICATING PAGING PATHS. ___________ ... ___________________ _ 

•DEDICATED S-WAP AND PAGE CHANNELS. 
ADVANTAGES: 

•HIGHER SWAP CHANNEL UTILIZATION 
POSSIBLE: UP TO 50 %. 

-NO INTERFERENCE WITH NON-PAGE I/O 
FROM LONG SWAP CHAINS. 

•HO INTERFERENCE WITH PAGE I/O 
BY E.G. VTOC SEARCH. 

DISADVANTAGES: 
-IF HOT ENOUGH SWAP PATHS~ THEN LOSS 

OF PARALLELISM, WORSE RESP. TIME 
RECOMMEND: -DEDICATED DMD PAGING PATHS, 

AVOIDS INTERFERENCE WITH DMD PGING. 

•DISTRIBUTED SWAP AND PAGING DEVICES 
RECOMMEND: FOR SWAP DEVICES C& FOR VM> 
ADVANTAGE: MORE PARALLELISM, GOOD R.T. 
DISADVANTAGES: 

-INTERFERENCE BY NON-PAGING I/O. 
-LOWER CHAN. UTIL. C30-40 % MAX.) 
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS. 

•FOR BEST TSO RESPONSE TIME: 

-INCREASE MAIN STORAGE TO MAXIMUM. 

-SEPARATE SWAPPING FROM DEMAND PAGING 

-IMPROVE THE PAGING SUBSYSTEM 

-USE MULTIPLE PARALLEL 3880-11 OR 3380 
PATHS FOR SWAPPING. 

-USE 3880-11 FOR DEMAND PAGING. 

PATH CAPACITY PERMITTING: 
-USE STORAGE ISOLATION FOR REDUCED 

DEMAND PAGING. 

-MINIMIZE LOGICAL SWAP THINK TIME 
FOR INCREASED PHYSICAL SWAPPING. 

•FOR BEST BATCH THROUGHPUT: 
-DO, AS OUTLINED ABOVE. 
-USE SRM CONTROLS. 
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OVERVIEW. 
- ... - - - - -·- -

- CONFIGURATION POSSIBILITIES. 

->DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS. 

- DATASET AND PAGING RATE CALCULATIONS. 

- CONCEPTS OF I/O ACTIVITY AND FORMULAE 

- EXAMPLES. 

- SWAP AND PAGE DEVICE LIMITS. 

- CONFIGURATION EXAMPLES. 
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DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS. 
- .... -----------------------
DEVICE TYPE 3350 2305 3375 3380 

DATA XFER RATES MB/S 1.2 

TIME OF ROTATION MS 16.7 
AVERAGE LATENCY MS 8.3 

MAXIMUM SEEK 
AVERAGE SEEK 
MINIMUM SEEK 

MS 
MS 
MS 

NO OF PGS PER TRACK 
NO OF TRACKS PER CYL 
NO OF SLOTS PER CYL 
NO OF CYLINDERS 
CAPACITY MB/ACT 

50 
25 
10 

4+ 
30 

120 
555 
319 

1.5 1.8 3.0 

10 
5 

0 

0 

0 

3+ 
8 

24 
96 

11. 2 

20 16.7 
10 8.3 

38 
19 

4 

8 
12 
96 

959 
410 

30 
16 

3 

10 
15 

150 
885 
630 

NO PG SLTS PER ACT * 65K 2470 65K .65K 
NO SWAPSETS / ACT 5.SK 190 7672 !OK 

* MVS SUPPORTS A MAXIMUM OF 65 K SLOTS 
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THE 3880-11 BUFFERED PAGING DEVICE. 
-----------------------------~-------

I CHANNEL I 

+---+------------+----+ 
I 

I 

I 
+--OTHER C.U'S 

+-------1-------+ 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I I CONTROL UNIT 
+---+-------1------------+ 
I CACHE I I 

+---+-------1----~+------+ . . 

I I I 
I 

I 
I 

I +--OTHER STRING 
+-~--------~-----+ 

+ ----- -..-~------ + 
I I 

+---+---+ +---+~--+ 

3350 I I 3350 I 
+ -~.__ ... ___ + 

+-------~--+ 

BACK STORE 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

+----~~-----~-----------------+ 
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3 8 8 0 - 1 1 D E V I C E C H A R A.C T E R I S T I C S 

CHANNEL DATA XFER RATE MB/SEC 3 

CACHE DATA XFER TIME PER PAGE 
CACHE LATENCY TIME PER PAGE 
CACHE BUSY TIME PER PAGE 

MS 1.3 
MS 0.7 
MS 2 

ONE DATA TRANSFER AT ONE TIME. 
DASD ACCESS IS ADDITIONAL TO CACHE 

TIME. IF A MISS OCCURS. 
MULTIPLE EXPOSURES TO PREVENT HITS 

FROM WAITING FOR MISSES. 
TWO DEVICES ATTACHABLE TO A CHANNEL. 
LESS SENSITIVITY TO RPS MISSES. 

HIT RATIO =HR= RATIO OF PAGES FOUND IN 
CACHE TO TOTAL PAGING RATE TO 3880-11. 

HR= .9 -> MISS RATIO = M = 1 - HR = .1 
I-. E. AB 0 UT 1 0 % 0 F TIME DAS D IS ACCESSED 
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OVERVIEW. 

---------
- PAGlNG CONFIGURATION POSSIBILITIES. 

- DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS. 

->PAGING SPACE SIZE AND RATE 
CALCULATIONS. 

- CONCEPTS OF I/O ACTIVITY AND FORMULAE 

- EXAMPLES. 

- SWAP AND PAGE DEVICE LIMITS. 

- CONFIGURATION EXAMPLES. 
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PAGING SPACE SIZE REQUIREMENTS. 
- - - - .... - -- - -- - - - -- - - - - - - .... - - - -..-.- -

•SWAP DATASETS 

SWAP GROUP SIZE, SGS = 36 SLOTS 
CIT CAN BE SET TO 48 OR EVEN 60) 

SWAP SPACE SIZE:;: 
NUMBER OF USERS X SWAP GROUP SIZE 

SDS = NU X SGS 

E. G. FOR 100 USERS 
SDS = 100 X 36 = 3600 SLOTS = 

= 3600 X 4K = 15 MB 

•DEMAND PAGE DATASETS 

PAGING SPACE SIZE= 
NUMBER OF USERS X 120 PAGES 

E. G. FOR 100 USERS 
SDS = 100 X 120 = 12000 SLOTS = 

= 12000 X 4K = 48 MB = 50 MB 

11-22-82 T. BERETVAS 
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SWAP PAGING RATES. 
.... --- --- - ~ - ..... - ... ... ..... ---- - --

NO OF ACTIVE USERS 
TRANSACTION RATE~TR= ~--------~-------

AVERAGE THINK TIME 

MAXIMUM SWAP PAGING RATE,= 
2 X SWAP GROUP SIZE X TRANS. RATE 

SWAP PAGING RATE = 
2 X SWP GROUP SIZE X TR X Cl-LOG.SWP %> 

E. G. NUMBER OF USERS - 100 -
SWAP GROUP SIZE - 36 SLOTS -
THINK TIME - 25 SECONDS -
LOGICAL SWAP - 17 % -

SWAP PAGING RATE= 
2 X 100 X 36 X .83 / 25 = 240 PGS/SEC 

IBM T. BERETVAS 
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DEMAND PAGING RATES. 
-------- ... --------.---
->DIFFICULT TO CALCULATE.<
BUT: POSSIBLE TO CONTROL 

FOIL 21 

MINIMIZE "DEMAND" PAGING RATE BY 

- USING STORAGE ISOLATION 
FORCES SWAPIN = SWAPOUT RATE. 
LITTLE SWAPOUT TRIM. 
MINIMIZES TSO DEMAND PAGING. 
C3-5 PAGEFAULTS PER TRANSACTION> 

- MINIMIZE OVERINITIATION 

- USE ONLY PAGING RATE CONTROL IN SRM 
TO LIMIT MPL. CRCCPTRT> 
-> CONSISTENCY 

- LIMIT: 30-60 PAGES/SEC ON 3033 UP 
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OVERVIEW. 
__ ,... ______ _ 

- PAGING CONFIGURATION POSSIBILITIES. 

- DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS. 

- PAGING SPACE SIZE AND RATE 
CALCULATIONS. 

->CONCEPTS OF I/O ACTIVITY AND FORMULAE 

- EXAMPLES. 

- SWAP AND PAGE DEVICE LIMITS. 

- CONFIGURATION EXAMPLES. 
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COMPONENTS OF I/O ACTIVITY. 

------------------------------
CONCEPTUALLY: 

QUEUE, Q - DUE TO DEVICE BUSY 

COMMAND DELAY.CD -SIOF,cc~=o, PATH BUSY 

SEEK 

SEEK RECONNECT, SRO CCCW FETCH), 
DUE TO PATH BUSY CNOT ON 3880'5) 

LATENCY = HALF REVOLUTION 

RPS MISS AND RECONNECT 

SEARCH CSTART 3-5 SECTORS BEFORE> 

DATA TRANSFER 
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CONCURRENCY FORMULAE. _________ .,... __________ _ 

MULTIPLE CONCURRENT SWAP I/O'S 
-CALCULATE SINGLE PATH RESPONSE TIME 
-ADJUST FOR NUMBER OF SWAPSETS/PATHS 
-MAXIMUM IS NO OF SWAPSETS X RESP.TIME 

SWAP RESPONSE TIME 
SWAPSET RESPONSE TIME 
NO SWAPSETS IN GROUP 
NO SWAPSETS PER PATH CHANNEL 
CONTROL UNIT <PATH> UTILIZATION 
NUMBER OF PATHS <CHANNELS> 

-- RT 
= SRT 
= STS 
= SPC 
= CUT 
= NCH 

RT = SRT X CSPC+CSTS X CUT ** CNCH-1>>> 
RT = LESSER OF CRT, STS X SRT> 

NCH=3, SRT=SO, STS=4, CUT=.3, SPC=l.33 
-> RT = SO X Cl.33+C4XC.3> ** 2>> = 85 

--> EXPONENTIAL DECREASE WITH PATHS 
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P A R A L L E L I SM A ND S W A P R E S p· 0 N S E T I ME • 

--~-~-----~----~----------~~~--~~--

ASSUME: 
"' 

-SWAPSET RESPONSE TIME = 50 MS 
-FOUR SWAPSETS 

+-CHANNEL UTILI~ATION 
~ M· A X I MU M - I C • U • U T I L I Z A T I 0 N = 3 0 % 

NO OF 
PATHS 

CNCH> 

IBM 

1 
2 
3 
4 

+-DEVICE UTILIZATION 

SWAPSETS 
PER 
PATH 

CSPC> 

4 
2 
1.33 
1 

11-22-82 

SWAP 
RESPONSE 
TIME 
CRT> 

200 
160 

85 
55 
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CONCEPT OF RELATIVE CHANNEL BUSY. 
.... ... -.... -- .... - - -- ... --.... .... .... -- - .... - - -... .... - ... - --- -- - --

CONSIDER A SWAP CHANNEL WITH 2 DEVICES 
LET CHANNEL BUSY = SO % 
RELATIVE CHANNEL BUSY = RCB = 1/3 

) 

WHEN DEVICE Dl TRIES TO RECONNECT, IT 
FINDS CHANNEL BUSY 25 % OF TIME FOR D2 
FINDS CHANNEL FREE 50 % OF TIME 

CH.BSYC-.Dl> 1 

RCBCDl>= ------------------- = ----- = 
CH.BSYC~Dl>+CH.FREE 25+50 3 

+ ------------ ...... --- + ____ ....... ____ + ______ .._ _____ + 

I CHN FREE I Dl BUSY I D2 BUSY I 
I 50 % I 25 % I 25 % I 

+~--~------+---------+---------+ 

1/3 
RPS = 16.7 X ------- = 8.4 MS 

1-Cl/3) 
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BASIC CONCEPTS. CREVIEW.> 

M/D/l QUEUE - CDST X DUT)/(2 X Cl-DUT>> 

RELATIVE CHANNEL BUSY: SEEN BY DEVICE 

COMMAND DELAY: CD = CHAN SERV.X RCB /2 

SEEK CONE CYLINDER FOR SWAP DATASETS> 

SEEK RECONNECT:SRO = CD/2 CNOT ON 3880) 

LATENCY: LAT = ROT / 2 

RPS RECONNECT: RPS =CROT *RCB)/Cl-RCB> 

SEARCH: A FEW SECTORS 

TRANSFER DATA: C3380 EXAMPLES> 
PAGE: C4096 / 3X10**6> + = 1.5 MS 

SWAP: 10 PAGES/TRACK = 16.7 MS 
BUT SWAPSET = 12 PAGES = 
16.7 + C2/10) X 16.7 = 20 MS 
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OVERVIEW. 

----------
- PAGING CONFIGURATION POSSIBILITIES. 

- DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS. 

- PAGING SPACE SIZE AND RATE 
CALCULATIONS. 

- CONCEPTS OF I/O ACTIVITY AND FORMULAE 

->EXAMPLES. 

- SWAP AND PAGE DEVICE LIMITS. 

- CONFIGURATION EXAMPLES. 
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2 3380 SWAP ACTUATORS ON CHANNEL 

12 PAGES PER SIO 
SIOS PER SECOND PER CHANNEL: 20 
CONTROL UNIT OVERHEAD 
DATA TRANSFER TIME 

2.6 MS 
20 MS 

CU. UTIL.: 20 X 22.6=452 MS/S = 45 % 
REL.CH.UT.: RCB = 22.5/(22.5+55> = 29 % 

COMMAND DELAY~ CD = 22.6X.29 / 2=3.3 MS 
OVERHEAD TIME 
SEEK TIME 

RPS MISS - 16.7 -
LATENCY TIME 
DATA TRANSFER 
DEVICE SERVICE 

x .29 

TIME 
DEVICE UTILIZATION --
Q CM/D/l) 

/ Cl-.71) 

2.6 MS 
3 MS 

=6.8 MS 
8. 3 MS 

20 MS 
40.7 MS 

20X40.7/ 2=40.7 % 

=40.7 X .407 / C2 X Cl-.407>> =14 MS 
SWAPSET READ 
RESPONSE TIME= 40.7 +14 + 3.3 =58 MS 

rHIS CALCULATION IS AN APPROXIMATION TO THE DETAILED METHOD 
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3880-11 SWAP DEVICE WITH 2 3350'S. 

---------------------------------
12 PAGES PER SID. CACHE BUSY: 2 MS / PG 
HIT RATIO= .95, MISS RATIO = .05 
SIOS PER SECOND = SPS = 20 
TOTAL PAGING RATE = 20 X 12 = 240 PGS/S 

SID'S TO 3350'5: - SPS x M - 20 x .05=1 - -
CACHE BUSY - CHANNEL= (12 x 2) - 24 MS -
CACHE BUSY - 3350=.05 x (50+1) - 2.6MS -
CACHE BUSY TIME: 24 + 2. 6 - 26.6MS -
CONTROL UNIT UTIL. 20 x 26.6 - 53.2 % -

QUEUE WAIT~ Q = CDST X DU> / 2 X Cl-DU> 
= 24 X .532 /C2XC1 - .532>> 

3350 RESPONSE TIME CASSUMED> 
READ MISS TIME = 84 X 0.05 

= 13.6MS 

= 84 MS 
4.2MS --

3880-11 SWAPSET READ RESPONSE TIME: 
24 + 4.2 + 13.6 = 41.8MS 

THIS CALCULATION IS AN APPROXIMATION TO THE DETAILED METHOD 
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DISTRIBUTED SWAP DATASETS. 
--~-- ... ----------- ..... --------..--

1 3380 SWAP, 3 DB ACT'S PER CHN. 3 CHNS 

DATA,SWAP SIDS PER SEC PER CHAN =46;6.7 
DATA TRANSFER: 1.5 + 2.6 = 4.lMS 
CH.UT.CSW>=l5~1% ; CH.UT.CDATA> =18.9 % 
TOTAL CHN UTIL: 18.9 + 15.1 =34 % 

CDC SWAP> - 0.4MS; CDC DATA> - l·. !MS - -
OVERHEAD - 2.6MS; - 2.6MS - -
RCBCSWAP> =22 % • RCBCDATA> =30 % , 
SEEKCSWAP> - 3 MS; SEEKCDATA> - 6 MS .,. -
RPSCSWAP> - 4.7MS; RPSCDATA> - 7.2MS - -
LATENCY - 8.3MS; - 8.3MS - -
XFERCSWAP> =20 MS; XFERCDATA> - 1.SMS -
S.T.CSWAP> =38.6MS; S. T. CDATA> =25 ... 6MS 
DEV.UT.CSW>=25.9% • DEV.UTCDATA>=39.l % , 
QUEUECSWAP>= 6. 8 • QUEUE CDATA>= 8.2MS , 

S R T C S W A P > = 4 5 • 8 MS ; R • T • C D A T A > = 3 6 .• l M S 

SWAP RESPONSE TIME = 
45.8 X Cl+C 3 X.34 MM C 3 -1>>>=61.7MS 
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3880-11 DEMAND PAGING 
- - - ... - - - - - - -- ..... - - - - - - - - - -

2 3350'S ON A 3880-11 
-- • 4 HIT RATIO = .6 ; MISS RATIO 

TOTAL PAGING RATE = 60 PGS/S 

CACHE BUSY TIME PER PAGE FOR HITS = 2MS 
3350 RESPONSE TIME - CASSUMED> 
MISS CONTRIBUTION = .4 X 35 

=35MS 
=14MS 

CACHE BUSY CCHANNEL>=60 X 2=120MS=12 % 
CACHE-3350 PG: C60 X .4 X 4.6> =11 % 
C 0 N T R 0 L U N I T U T I l I Z A T I 0 N = 1 2 +. 11 = 2 3 % 

DEMAND PAGE READ RESPONSE TIME: 
2 + C.4 X 35> 

•READ HIT RATIOS USUALLY HIGHER 
THAN OVERALL HIT RATIOS. 

=16MS 

•TSO INTERACTIVE READS ARE USUALLY HITS 
CTHE MISSES ARE FOR BATCH.> 

THIS CALCULATION IS AN APPROXIMATION TO THE DETAILED METHOD 
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4 3380 DEMAND PAGE ACTUATORS ON CHAN. 
-------------------------------------
1 PAGE PER SIO 

SIDS PER SECOND PER CHANNEL·: 60 
CONTROL UNIT OVERHEAD = 2.6MS 
DATA TRANSFER TIME = 1.5MS 
CHAN. UTIL.: 60 X 4.1=246 MS/S =24.6 % 
CHAN. UTIL./ACTUATOR = .246 / 4 = .061 
REL.CHAN UTIL.: RCB = 3 X.061 /Cl-.061> 

= 0.195 =20 % 

COMMAND DELAY. CD = 3.6 X.20 /2 = 0.4MS 
OVERHEAD TIME 
SEEK TIME 

RPS MISS = 16.7 X .2 / Cl-.2 > 
LATENCY TIME 
DATA TRANSFER 
DEVICE SERVICE TIME 

DEVICE UTILIZATION = 15 X 22.9 

Q=c·22.9 X .34> / C2 X Cl-.34>> 
RESPONSE TIME: 22.9 + 5.9+ .4 

= 2.6MS 
= 6.3MS 

= 4.2MS 
= 8.3MS 
= 1.SMS 
=22.9MS 

=34 % 

= S.9MS 
=29.2MS 
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OVERVIEW. 

- PAGING CONFIGURATION POSSIBILITIES. 

- DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS. 

- PAGING SPACE SIZE AND RATE 
CALCULATIONS. 

- CONCEPTS OF I/O ACTIVITY AND FORMULAE 

- EXAMPLES. 

->SWAP AND PAGE DEVICE LIMITS. 

- CONFIGURATION EXAMPLES. 
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SUMMARY OF SWAP DEVICE USE LIMITS. 
----------------- ... --------------mi-i-

•MASSIVE DATA TRANSFERS 

•IMPORTANT:PARALLELISM CMULTIPLE PATHS> 

•IMPORTANT: FAST TRANSFER RATES 

•ACCESS TIME IS OF LEAST IMPORTANCE 

•TWO OR MORE 3880-ll'S 
OR 3-4 3380 ACTUATORS DISTRIBUTED. 

•DEDICATED SWAP CHANNELS CAN BE 
LOADED TO 50 % UTILIZATION. 

3380 3375 3350 3880-11 
ACTUATORS 2 2 2 ( 2) 
HIT RATIO .95 
DS SIZE MB 20 20 8 16 
SIO RATE 20 15 10 20 
PG RATE 240 180 120 240 
PGS/ACT 120 90 60 
RESP.TIME 58 100 130 45 

11-22-82 T. BERETVAS 
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SUMMARY OF DEMAND PAGE DEVICE LIMITS. 
- - - - - - - .... - - - - - .... - - - - - - .... - -- .... - - - - - - - - - - - - -

•LOW DATA TRANSFER RATES. 

•MOST IMPORTANT IS ACCESS TIME. 

•OF ALMOST EQUAL IMPORTANCE IS CAPACITY 

•DEVICE OF CHOICE IS 3880-11. 

•GOOD PERFORMANCE: 4 3380 ACTUATORS 

•DEDICATED PAGING C. U. UTIL: 35% 

3,38 o 3375 3350 3800-11 2305 
ACTUATORS 4 4 4 ( 2) 2 

HIT RATIO • 6 
DS SIZE MB 50 50 so 40 20 
SIO RATE 60-80 60 60 40 
PG RATE 60-80 60 60 60-80 40 
PGS/ACT 15-20 15 15 20 
RESP.TIME 26 41 52 16 11 
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OVERVIEW. 
.... - - -...,, - - .... -

- PAGING CONFIGURATION POSSIBILITI,ES. 

- DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS. 

- PAGING SPACE SIZE AND RATE 
CALCULATIONS. 

- CONCEPTS OF I/O ACTIVITY AND FORMULAE 

- EXAMPLES. 

- SWAP AND PAGE DEVICE LIMITS. 

~>CONFIGURATION EXA~PLES. 

IBM 11-22-82 T. BERETYAS 
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SYSTEM AND WORKLOAD DESCRIPTION. 
... ~ ... ... - - 9119 - ... - - ... ... ..-i ... - - .., .... - - - - - - ..... ... ... -- -- - -

•KEY FOR PAGING CONFIG'S IS PAGE RATE 
PAGING SPACE SIZE IS OF CONCERN 

FOR 2305 AND 3880-11 

•ASSUME 3033 UP, 100 TSO USERS 
-THINK TIME = 25 SECS 
-TRAN s A c·r I 0 N RATE = 1 0 0 / 2 5 = 4 TR/S 

= 17 % -LOGICAL SWAP PERCENTAGE 

~PAGE AND SWAP SEPARATION 
-SWAP GROUP SIZE = 36 

3 PAGEFAULTS / TRIVIAL TRANSACTION 

-SWAP SPACE SIZE = 100 X 36 = 15 MB 

-PAGE SPACE SIZE = 100 X 120 = 50 MB 

-SWAP PAGING RATE: 
4 X 36 X 2 X Cl-.17> =240 PG/S 

-NON-SWAP PAGING RATE = 60 PG/S 
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CONFIGURING FOR SWAPPING. 

•SPACE = 15 MB, PG RATE=240; AT LEAST 
2 PATHS, BETTER: TO 3+ PATHS 

•3350: CAPABILITY= 60 PGS PER SEC/ ACT 
240/60 = 4 ACT'S REQ'D = 2 + PATHS 
AL~OCATE 15 X 2 / 4 = 8 MB / ACTUATOR 

•2305: CAPABILITY= 72 PGS PER SEC/ ACT 
240/ 72 = 4 ACT'S REQ'D. = 2 + PATHS 
ALLOCATE 15 X 2 / 4 =7.5MB / ACTUATOR 

•3375: CAPABILITY= 90 PGS PER SEC/ ACT 
240/90 = 3 ACT'S REQ'D = 2 + PATHS 
ALLOCATE 15X2/3 = 10 MB / ACTUATOR 

•3380: CAPABILITY=120 PGS PER SEC/ ACT 
• 

240/120 = 2 ACT'S REQ'D. = 1 + PATHS 
ALLOCATE 15X2/2 = 15 MB / ACTUATOR 

•3880-11: CAPABILITY=240 PGS / DEVICE 
240/240 = 1 DEV.REQ'D, 1+ PATH, 2 ACTS 
ALLOC.: 15 MB, CACHE= 50 % OF SPACE 
1 DEV. REQ'D. ALLOC: 15X2/2 = 15MB/ACT 
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CONFIGURING FOR DEMAND PAGING. 
-- .... ----------. ... ---------------------
•SPACE = 15 MB~ PG RATE=60 PGS/SEC 

•3350-3375: CAPABILITY: 15 PGS/ACT 
60/15 = 4 ACT'S REQ'D. 1 PATH 
ALLOCATE 50 X 2 / 4 = 25 MB / ACTUATOR 

•2305: SIZE= 10 MB/ACTUATOR 
ALLOCATION REQUIRED: 50 MB 
50/10 = 5 ACT'S REQ'D + 2 OVFLO 3350'5 

•3380: CAPABILITY=lS-20 PGS PER SEC/ACT 
60/15 = 4 ACT'S REQ'D. 1 PATH 
ALLOCATE 50 X 2 / 4 ~ 25 MB / ACTUATOR 

•3880-11: CACHE SIZE=20% OF PAGE SPACE 
ALLOCATION REQUIRED: 50 MB 
.2 X 50 = 10 MB --> l+ DEVICE. 
WITH 1 DEVICE: SLIGHTLY LOWER HR-

AND SLIGHTLY HIGHER RESPONSE TIME 
CAPABILITY: 60-80 PGS PER SEC/ DEVICE 

60 / 60 = 1 DEVICE. 
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MIXED 3880-11 

2 3350 BACK STORE ACTUATORS. 
HIT RATIO COVERALL>= .83 
SWAP PAGING RATE = 80 PGS/SEC 
DEMAND, PAGING RATE = 20 PGS/SEC 
SWAP SIO RATE = 6.7 PER SEC 
PAGE READ/WRITE SIO RATES= 10 / 5 
HRCPAGE>=0.64; HRCSWAP>=0.87 

CACHE/CHN BSY: 100 x 2 =20 % 

CACHE-3350 
CACHE-TOTAL 

• • 
• • 

100 x .17 x 4.6 = 7.2% 
=27.2% 

AVERAGE SERVICE TIME = 
272 / ClO + 5 + 6.7 > = 12.8 MS 

QUEUE TIME~ Q = CDST X DU> / C2XC1-DU>> 
= 12.8 X .272 /C2X Cl - .272)>= 2.4MS 

3880-11 PAGE READ RESPONSE TIME 
= 2 + C.36 X 35> + 2.4 =17 MS 

3880-11 SWAPSET READ RESPONSE TIME 
=C12X2> + C.13 X 84> + 2.4 =37.3MS 

THIS CALCULATION IS AN APPROXIMATION TO THE DETAILED METHOD 
I:Bt~ 11-22-82 T. BERETVAS 
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TSO RESPONSE TIME ANALYSIS. 
--------------- .... -----------
TRIVIAL RESPONSE TIME OBJECTIVE: 500 MS 
TRIVIAL TSO TRANSACTION COMPONENTS. 
-CPU COST: ABOUT 250K INSTRUCTIONS. 
-I/O COST: 2 I/O'S PER TRANSACTION. 
-SWAP-IN TIME 
-3 PAGE FAULTS PER TR. CSTOR. ISOL.> 

CPU SERVICE TIME = .25 / 5 = .05 SEC 
CPU UTILIZATION DUE TO TSO TRIVIAL 
4 TR/SEC X .05 SEC/TR = .2 = 20 % 
ASSUME 10 % HIGHER PTY TASKS CPU 

THEN: 
CPU RESPONSE TIME 

.05 / CCl-.2> > = 60 MS, ABOUT 70 MS 

I/O RESPONSE TIME: 50 MS PER I/O 
TOTAL I/O RESPONSE TIME: 2 X 50= 100 MS 

PAGING RESPONSE TIME: ? 

SWAP RESPONSE TIME: ? 
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COMPARISON OF SUBSYSTEMS. 
-----~--~---~-~-~~-~-----

RESPONSE TIME 
DEVICE ACTS PATHS SWAP PER TOTAL 

l.S3380 
P3380 

2.L3380 

3.53880-11 
P3880-ll 

2 
4 

2 
2 

4.S3380CDIST>3 
P3380 4 

5.S3380CDIST>3 
P3880-ll 

6.M3880-ll 

7.53350 
P3350 

IBM 

2 

6 

4 
4 

11-22-82 

1 
1 

2 

1 
1 

3 

1 

3 
1 

3 

2 
1 

174 

118 

135 

62 

62 

47 

390 

PAGE 

26 392 

35 373 

16 330 

26 299 

16 M269M 

20 M269M 

52 650 
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SWAP MEASUREMENTS Cl> 

•RMF REPORTS SWAPSET SERVICE TIME 
IN SWAP DATASET REPORT, 
THIS DOES NOT INCLUDE ALL QUEUEING. 
ASM QUEUEING INCLUDED IN RCVSWPTM. 

•SWAPSETS DO NOT ARRIVE EXPONENTIALLY 
BUT LUMPED. CONSIDER 4 SWAPSETS. 

+---+---+---+ +----+ +---+ +---+ 
I IIORBI I I I 
IST IST I Q 1--+----+--+DEV+---+cu I 
I I I I I I ORB I I I I I 
+---+---+---+ +----+ +---+ +---+ 

+---+---+---+ +----+ +---+ +---+ 
I IIORBI I I I 

IST IST I Q 1--+----+--+DEV+---+CU I 
I I I I I I ORB I I I I I 
+-----+---+---+ +----+ +---+ +---+ 

RT= CCQ+ST>+CQ+2XST))/2 = Q + ST X 1.5 
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SWAP MEASUREMENT C2> 
- - - _.._ _ - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - -

•RMF DOES NOT CDIRECTLY> REPORT 
SWAP RESPONSE TIME. 

•RCVSWPTM USUALLY > SWAPSET RESPONSE 
TIME. 
CREPORTED SWAP DATASET SERVICE TJME> 

•IF RCVSWPTM >> SWAPSET RESPONSE 
TIME~ THEN SERIOUS QUEUEING IN ASM. 
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PAGING MEASUREMENTS 
- - - ... - - - .... - - -- - - - - - - - -

•LOCAL PAGE DATASETS HAVE 
- PAGE FAULTS Cl PER "SIO"> 
- PAGE WRITES .C 1 • 7 + PER "SI 0" > 
- PAGE TRIMS Cl-8 PER "SIO"> 

•LOCAL PAGE DATASETS HAVE 
I/O REQUEST COUNTS~ BUT 
WHAT IS BLOCKING FACTOR??? 
MUST CALCULATE IT BY ASSUMPTIONS. 

• PAGE READ RESPONSE TIME NOT 
REPORTED~ ONLY PAGE TRANSFER TIME. 
READ RESPONSE IS PROBABLY WORSE 
THAN PAGE TRANSFER TIME. 
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SUMMARY OF METHODOLOGY 

-----------------------

•DETERMINE SWAP AND DEMAND PAGING 
RATES. 

-CONSTRUCT PAGING CONFIGURATIONS 
USING DEVICE LIMIT TABLES 

-FOR RESPONSE TIME CALCULATIONS USE 
DESIGN GRAPHS 
CFOR DEDICATED CHANNELS> 

-FOR MIXED CONFIGURATIONS USE DETAILED 
MODELING METHODOLOGY 
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CONCLUSIONS __ ..... _______ _ 

•FOR BEST PERFORMANCE 

-USE MULTIPLE 3380 

OR 3880-11 SWAP PATHS. 

-USE 3880-11 DEMAND PAGING. 

•IT IS POSSIBLE TO DETERMINE 

PAGE/SWAP CONFIGURATIONS 

BY SIMPLE CALCULATIONS. 

11-22-82 T. BERETVAS 
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